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EDITOR’S NOTE

If the world gets a new catchphrase in 2020, it would be “fl atten the curve”. 

Though not a new coinage, linguistically, this phrase has never been used a hundred 

times every day around the world, as is happening now. Across continents, countries 

large and small, advanced and developing, are trying to fl atten the curve of the 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID) transmission. Until that’s emphatically achieved, 

the global economy will continue to be battered by a creature that we can’t even see.

The jaw-dropping speed at which the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), 

infecting some 2.6 million people and killing more than 170,000 as of press time, has 

brought to the fore the preparedness and foresight of various governments. Once 

again, citizens and residents of the UAE can be thoroughly proud of this country. In 

this issue of 999, dedicated to the UAE’s outstanding innovation, initiatives, and 

implementation, you’ll read all about it.

The government here has ensured one of the world’s best rates of COVID-19 

testing relative to population size; has announced a huge stimulus package to 

maintain economic fi tness; has kept supermarket shelves fully supplied to prevent 

panic buying; has enabled doorstep delivery of medicine; and has launched a very 

well-planned distance learning programme. In short, the government has got it all 

covered.

Through meticulous planning, the wise leaders of the UAE have made the 

#StayHome campaign a success, earning the admiration and gratitude of its citizens, 

expatriates, visitors, and the entire world.

In this fi ght to subdue the unseen adversary, as people stay at home to break the 

chain of infection, technology is helping the government to measure and mitigate 

risks. In our cover story, 999 presents how the UAE optimises the power of Artifi cial 

Intelligence and innovation to combat the outbreak. While smart helmets worn by law 

enforcement offi  cers detect people likely to have contracted the disease, drones and 

fi refi ghting bots are utilised for large-scale disinfection of cities. 

What’s more, researchers based in this country are using 3D printing technology 

to potentially mass-produce low-cost ventilators. This 3D printed ventilator could be a 

game-changer to keeping the supply of this life-saving medical equipment adequate 

in hospitals across the globe. These ventilators are targeted to be mass produced in 

the UAE at a much lower cost—only a fraction of the conventionally made ventilators.

Additionally, the UAE has sent an astonishing amount of aid – medical supplies 

and other essentials – to other nations around the world, in the Western and Eastern 

hemispheres. The international community has responded with praise and respect.

Keeping oneself gainfully occupied while in self-isolation at home is important. 

Maintaining a good exercise and diet regimen is equally important, especially for 

diabetics who need to be extra-careful. In this issue, we have a health column on the 

most eff ective way to manage diabetes while abiding by #StayHome and observing 

the Ramadan fast.

As always, our team at 999 has put everything into making your life better. We 

shall meet again and emerge stronger.
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NEWSNEWS

President approves strategic food security law

President pardons 1,511 prisoners ahead of Ramadan

PRESIDENT His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan has signed into law a 
move that would ensure food security in 
the UAE in the event of any emergency, 
disaster or crisis.

Under the newly approved Federal Law 
No. 3 of 2020, those who cause any 
disruption to the adequate supply of food 
will be slapped with a fine of up to 
Dhs5,000,000. These penalties will be 
doubled for repeat of offenders.

It also gives full authority to the Ministry 
of Economy to implement the provisions 
stipulated in the law. It is also tasked to 
prepare reports, studies, statistics and 

Khalifa Foundation provides 44,000 relief goods

General of the Khalifa bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan Foundation, said, “Through this 
initiative, the Foundation aims to provide all 
kinds of support to alleviate the 
repercussions of the current situation on a 
number of families.”

distribution points. 
As of April 21, the 
number of food 
parcels delivered to 
families in each 
emirate is as 
follows: 16,092 
families in Abu 
Dhabi; 7,549 
families in Dubai; 
7,882 families in 
Sharjah; 2,284 
families in Ajman; 5,344 families in Ras Al 
Khaimah; and 3,822 families in Fujairah; 
and 1,028 in Umm Al Qaiwain. The 
beneficiaries are registered with the Ministry 
of Community Development.

Mohammed Haji Al Khouri, Director-

UNDER the directives of President His 
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, the Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan 
Foundation has distributed 44,001 of food 
parcels to families affected by the impact of 
the coronavirus disease pandemic.

The nationwide initiative comes on the 
advent of the Holy Month of Ramadan, thus 
entitled the ‘’Ramadan Ration’’ initiative. 

This was made possible through the 
support of His Highness Sheikh Mohamed 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu 
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of 
the UAE Armed Forces, and the monitoring 
of His Highness Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Presidential Affairs.

The Ramadan Ration spreads across 27 

economic evaluation of the food 
commodities; estimate the volume of 
consumption; determine the surplus and 
deficit; prepare databases on the 
production and availability of food 
commodities in the country and countries 
of origin.

Additionally, the Ministry of Economy 
must also ensure that the policies for the 
stock of food commodities are in place, 
in coordination with the National 
Emergency Crisis and Disasters 
Management Authority and other related 
authorities.

A number of outlined obligations in this 

PRESIDENT His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan has ordered the 
release of 1,511 prisoners serving 
various sentences in the UAE, ahead of 
the Holy Month of Ramadan.

His Highness also pledged to settle the 
financial obligations of the released 
prisoners. This gives the prisoners an 
opportunity to start a new chapter of their 
life and positively contribute to the service 
of their families and communities.

The annual pardon being granted by 

law include the following:
Warehouses and storage 
conditions 

The law obliges registered merchant to 
manage strategic stock of food 
commodities and specify warehouse 
location. The area of the store designated 
for the food commodities must comply 
with the specifications and standards 
adopted in the UAE.
Incentives and facilities 

It is permissible to grant incentives and 
facilities to the registered provider and 
merchant under the regulations issued by 
a Cabinet decision.

W
AM

His Highness ahead of the fasting month 
aims to enhance family cohesion and 
bonds, brings about happiness to mothers 
and children, and provides released 
prisoners with an opportunity to reflect 
about their future and return to the 
righteous path which will allow them to 
lead a successful social and professional 
life.

The gesture is part of His Highness’ 
humanitarian initiatives that reflect the 
values of forgiveness and tolerance.
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THE UAE Cabinet, chaired by 
His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, Vice President and 
Prime Minister of the UAE and 
Ruler of Dubai, approved the 
extension of residence permits 
and Emirates IDs that had 
expired on March 1, 2020, 
without any additional fees 
upon renewal. 

The decision, which was approved 
during a virtual meeting of the UAE 
Cabinet, aims to spare the residents 
obligations during limited movement due to 

Vice President launches ‘10 Million Meals’ campaign

VP’s note to the world: We’re now stronger as a community

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime 
Minister of UAE and Ruler of Dubai, unveiled 
the “10 Million Meals” campaign on the 
occasion of the Holy Month of Ramadan.

The nation’s biggest community campaign 
comes to aid the most affected individuals 
and families by the ongoing global 
pandemic.

In a message that shows UAE’s efforts are 
not limited to a particular sector of society, 
His Highness said, “The ‘10 million meals’ 
campaign compliments the rest of the 
country’s humanitarian campaigns to ensure 
no one sleeps hungry or in need in the UAE.” 

“Providing food for everyone, especially 
with the approach of the Holy Month of 
Ramadan, is our priority during our battle 
against the pandemic,” His Highness 

As in the word of His Highness, “Our 
message to the international community: We 
are now stronger as a community, unified and 
cooperative.”

His Highness also stressed the need to 
keep pace with the changing times. “After 
this pandemic, the world needs new health, 
economic and political cooperation 
systems. We must keep pace with events 
that can paralyse the world in weeks,” His 
Highness said.

Recently, His Highness penned on Twitter 

UAE Cabinet waives renewal fees for residency visas, Emirates IDs 

COVID-19 threats.
The Cabinet has also waived the 

administrative fines for violations relating to 
the services provided by the Federal 

added.
Her Highness Sheikha Hind bint Maktoum 

bin Juma Al Maktoum, Wife of the UAE Vice 
President and Prime Minister and Ruler of 
Dubai, and Chairperson of the Board of 
Trustees of UAE Food Bank, will lead the 
country’s biggest food distribution drive. 

“The ‘10 Million Meals’ serves a noble 
cause that captures our society’s authenticity 
and humanity, especially in times of crisis. 
The UAE has demonstrated resilience and 
generosity during crises,” Her Highness said. 
“Feeding the hungry throughout the Holy 
Month of Ramadan allows us to practice 
compassion and kindness in this blessed 
month to overcome exceptional times united 
in peace.”

The Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
Global Initiatives will oversee the campaign 

Authority of Identity and Citizenship and 
approved by the Cabinet. The decision will 
be valid for a renewable period of three 
months effective April 1.

in collaboration with the Social Solidarity 
Fund Against COVID-19.

the words, “We will win,” which comes with 
an awe-inspiring video tribute to medical 
frontliners for their selfless service to humanity. 
The video also depicts the world playing as 
one team in defeating the global pandemic.

“We’ll still cheer them on [medical 
frontliners], pray for their victory and do all 
we can to show our support, because we are 
all in this together and the whole world is 
playing for one side. This is our homeground, 
this is our World Cup and we will win,” the 
video narrates.

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister 
of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, has inspired 
the world time and again through his wisdom.

His Highness, in a series of messages on 
Twitter, echoed a reassuring note that the 
world will come out stronger as the entire 
international community comes together for a 
common goal—to defeat the coronavirus 
disease of 2019 (COVID-19). Now more 
than ever, His Highness said, the humanity 
unites

Security And Safety For All
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Abu Dhabi Crown Prince reaffirms UAE’s global support to fight COVID-19

Mohamed bin Zayed moved to tears by expats’ love for UAE

Mohamed bin Zayed’s COVID-19 test centres mandate yields positive results
THE mandate of His Highness 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of 
Abu Dhabi and Deputy 
Supreme Commander of the 
UAE Armed Forces, to set up 
as many rapid, high capacity 
COVID-19 test centres across 
the emirates has yielded 
positive results.

The Global Response to 
Infectious Diseases (GRID) 
Index has recognised the 
UAE’s global leadership both 
in terms of the number of 
COVID-19 tests done as well 
as the country’s proactive 
response to break the chain 
of the disease.

As of press time, the country 
has conducted more than one 
million COVID-19 tests. 

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and 
Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE 
Armed Forces, reaffi rmed UAE’s commitment 
to play a role in the global fi ght against 
COVID-19.

Since the outbreak began, His Highness 
has been in constant communication with 
world leaders and heads of states, solidifying 
UAE’s unwavering support.

The most notable meeting His Highness 
had joined in the spirit of global solidarity 
was the G20 Summit, in which heads of 
states agreed in a virtual meeting to wield 
united efforts towards global response against 
COVID-19. The UAE participated in the 

HIS Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and 
Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE 
Armed Forces, was moved by expatriates 
singing the UAE national anthem, Ishy Biladi, 
as a salute to the country’s leadership during 
these exceptional times as well as to frontline 
heroes in this battle against the COVID-19.

It started with the opening of the 
country’s fi rst drive-thru COVID-19 test 
centre in Zayed Sports City in Abu Dhabi 
capable of conducting tests in fi ve minutes. 
The facility can accommodate up to 600 
tests per day.

More drive-thru test centres followed and 
were set up in a span of only ten days, as 
per His Highness’ instruction to Department 
of Health-Abu Dhabi.

The Department of Health Abu Dhabi 
opened 13 additional drive-thru test 
centres, in collaboration with the Abu 
Dhabi Health Services Company (SEHA) in 
Al Ain, Al Wathba, Al Bahia and Al 
Dhafra areas as well as the in the emirates 
of Dubai, Sharjah, Ras Al Khaimah, 
Fujairah, Ajman, and Umm al Quwain.

The most recent mandate of His 
Highness that came into fruition was the 
launch of the home testing programme for 
people of determination.

summit as a guest 
and president of 
the current session 
of the Supreme 
Council of the Gulf 
Cooperation 
Council.

Recently, His 
Highness received a 
call from Prince 
Charles, Prince of 
Wales and Heir to 
the British throne. They spoke about the bilateral 
ties between the UAE and the United Kingdom 
as well as recent developments on COVID-19.

His Highness also held a meeting with 

Microsoft founder Bill Gates during which they 
discussed ways to intensify humanitarian 
cooperation amidst the onslaught of 
pandemic.

“My eyes were almost full of tears when I 
heard about expatriates singing our national 
anthem, with videos circulating on social 
media,” His Highness said. 

“We are honored to serve all people that live 
in the UAE,” His Highness added.

Now an initiative that encourages citizens, 
residents and visitor alike to pay tribute to the country’s 

frontliners. The ‘Together We Chant For UAE’ 
campaign aims to boost their morale. It also aims 
to spread social cohesion, hope and positivity.

When it falls 9pm every Wednesday and 
Friday, the entire country becomes a place to 
hark and behold. People start singing as one, 
waving their UAE fl ags, and playing musical 
instruments from their windows and balconies.
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GCC Interior Ministers discuss COVID-19 regional response

Saif bin Zayed chairs Happiness and Positivity Council

Interior Minister greenlights adoption of COVID-19 smart helmet 

HIS Highness Lt General Sheikh Saif bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Interior, 
spearheaded the virtual meeting of the 
Happiness and Positivity Council.

His Highness was briefed 
comprehensively by the council members 
on the procedures implemented to 
ensure business continuity despite the 
impact of the global health crisis.

The meeting scrutinised the 
precautionary measures adopted by the 

Minister and Minister of Interior,  to discuss 
the regional response to the threats of the 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).

Their Highnesses and Excellencies 
expressed their thanks and appreciation for 

ministry to maintain 
health and safety of 
communities.

The meeting also 
tackled the enhance 
cooperation with other 
government agencies 
to further scale up the 
prevention efforts and 
ensure the highest 
levels of 
preparedness.

the kind invitation of Highness Sheikh Saif 
bin Zayed to hold the remote meeting.

The Interior Ministers came to a resolution 
that the General Secretariat of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council would provide all the 
member states with information relevant to 
precautionary security measures to limit the 
spread of COVID-19. They also affirmed 
the previously agreed protocol to limit the 
movement of citizens from country to 
country.

Their Highnesses and Excellencies also 
commended the steadfast efforts of police 
and military forces in implementing 
preventive measures, as well as medical 
frontliners for saving lives. They also called 
for stricter adherence to the guidelines set 
by each member state to achieve the 
highest levels of prevention.

of smart technology to 
all specialised teams 
across the country.

Major General 
Sheikh Mohammed 
bin Tahnoun Al 
Nahyan, Chairman of 
the Ministry of 
Interior’s Council for 
Innovation, presented 
the latest technology 

that is being used by other countries to 
curb the prevalence of viruses and 
epidemics. 

IN a virtual meeting, the Interior Ministers 
of the Gulf Cooperation Council member 
countries held their 37th meeting, chaired 
by His Highness Lt General Sheikh Saif 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime 

W
AM

He said the highly intelligent helmets 
allow officers to diagnose people with 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) from a 
distance. It also employs thermal cameras 
and sensors that enable facial 
recognition, identify plate numbers of 
vehicles, obtain vital readings, and 
analyse data.

The move is a testament of Ministry of 
Interior’s keenness to adopt the latest 
technology and use cutting-edge gears 
and tools to bolster the preventive 
measures taken to curb the spread of the 
disease.

HIS Highness Lt General Sheikh Saif bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister of Interior, approved the use 
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Police Chiefs Council holds virtual meeting on crime control, smart services
NEWSNEWS

THE Police Chiefs Council in the Ministry 
of Interior (MoI) recently held a virtual 
meeting on crime control measures and 
smart services. 

The meeting was chaired by Lt General 
Dhahi Khalfan Tamim, Deputy Chairman 
of Police and Public Security in Dubai, 
and was attended by Lt General Abdullah 
Khalifa Al Marri, Commander-in-Chief of 
Dubai Police; Major General Dr Jassem 
Muhammad Al Marzouqi, Commander of 
Civil Defence in the Ministry of Interior; 
Major General Abdulaziz Maktoum Al 
Sharifi, Director General of Preventive 
Security in the Ministry of Interior; Major 
General Saif Al Zari Al Shamsi, 
Commander-in-Chief of Sharjah Police; 
Major General Sheikh Sultan bin Abdullah 
Al Nuaimi, Commander-in-Chief of Ajman 
Police; Major General Sheikh Rashid bin 
Ahmed Al Mualla, Commander-in-Chief of 
Umm Al Quwain Police; Major General 
Ali Abdullah bin Alwan Al Nuaimi, 
Commander-in-Chief of Ras Al Khaimah 
Police; Major General Mohammed 
Ahmed bin Ghanim Al Kaabi, 
Commander-in-Chief of Fujairah Police; 
Major General Maktoum Ali Al Sharifi, 
Director General of Abu Dhabi Police; 
Brigadier Dr Ali Al Tunaiji, Director 
General of Central Operations in the 

Police Chiefs Council members at a virtual meeting

Institutional Development Council meeting

Ministry of Interior; Brigadier Hamad Ajlan 
Al Amimi, Director General of the Federal 
Criminal Police in the Ministry of Interior; 
Brigadier Saeed Abdullah Al Suwaidi, 
Director General of the Federal Anti-
Narcotics Department at the Ministry of 
Interior; Brigadier Abdul Aziz Al Ahmad, 
Deputy Director General of the Criminal 
Police and Secretary General of the Police 
Chiefs Council; Colonel Dr Faisal Sultan 
Al Shuaibi, Director General of Strategy 
and Performance Development in the 
Ministry of Interior; in addition to a number 
of senior officers of the MoI.

The meeting discussed indicators of 
crimes, 
measures taken 
to control 
crime, and the 
most important 
challenges 
facing security 
employees 
while dealing 
with these 
crimes. It also 

discussed MoI initiatives to enhance 
preparedness in providing and facilitating 
services for customers.

The meeting discussed the features of 
MoI smart applications for communication 
and transactions at police stations, thereby 
helping people to access services digitally 
and maintaining social distancing during 
the global outbreak of COVID-19.

Elsewhere, the Institutional Development 
Council in the Ministry of Interior held its 
fourth virtual meeting for 2020, chaired 
by Major General Khalifa Hareb Al 
Khaili, Chairman of the Council. The 
meeting discussed topics related to MoI 
policies, projects, development initiatives, 
strategic performance indicators, and 
preventive measures to limit the spread of 
COVID-19. This meeting was attended 
by Major General Salem Ali Al Shamsi, 
Assistant Undersecretary of the Ministry of 
Interior for Resources and Support 
Services; Major General Dr Ahmed 
Nasser Al Raisi, Inspector General of the 
Ministry of Interior; Colonel Al Shuaibi; 
and a number of MoI officers.

Remote training on COVID-19 conducted
THE Human Rights Department in the Ministry 
of Interior carried out a remote training 
course, in partnership with the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
(UNODC). 

The course, titled ‘Preventing and 
Controlling Infectious Diseases, including 

COVID-19’, was for the employees working in 
penal and correctional institutions, juvenile 
care, health service providers, and human 
rights management. 

The course aims to enhance awareness of 
international health standards, as well as the 
latest global developments and requirements for 

better healthcare and human rights. It also 
trained participants to protect employees and 
customers during this pandemic. 

The course was attended by experts from 
the UNODC branch in Vienna, and Judge 
Hatem Ali, Executive Director of the Office 
in GCC. 
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Ali Al Nuaimi praises crisis handling efforts UAQ Police carry on sterilisation drive

Abu Dhabi Police release video on COVID-19 awareness
appeared.

Abu Dhabi Police also promoted 
COVID-19 awareness amongst people of 
determination through a video in sign 
language, named ‘Your Health Matters to 
Us’, in cooperation with its strategic 
partners and the Zayed Higher 
Organisation for People of Determination.

Colonel Jumaa Salem Al Kaabi, 
Director of the Department of External 
Zones in Abu Dhabi Police, stressed the 
police force’s keenness to provide care 
and attention to people of determination 
through its programmes and initiatives.

ABU Dhabi Police released an awareness 
video in three languages – Arabic, 
English, and Urdu – on the preventive 
measures taken to fight the spread of 
COVID-19, the Abu Dhabi Police Security 
Media Department announced.

In addition, Abu Dhabi Police have 
sent awareness messages to employees 
to educate them on preventive measures, 
in cooperation with the Medical Services 
Directorate and the Department of 
Environment, Health, and Occupational 
Safety at the Strategy and Institutional 
Development Centre in Abu Dhabi Police.

The awareness video shows instructions 
on maintaining hand hygiene, social 
distancing, spotting symptoms of 
infection, and general guidelines on 
protecting themselves from the virus. 

It stresses the need to avoid 
handshakes and only giving no-contact 
salutations, avoiding hugs, avoiding 
contact with animals, taking enough rest, 
and drinking enough amount of fluids.

The video explained the proper way to 
wear masks to prevent the spread of the 
virus, advising people on what to do if 
symptoms of a respiratory infection 

MAJOR General Ali Abdullah bin Alwan Al Nuaimi, Commander-in-
Chief of Ras Al Khaimah Police, and Chairman of the Emergency 
and Crisis Team in Ras Al Khaimah, hailed the concerted efforts 
amongst all government departments and institutions in the emirate to 
prevent the spread of the coronavirus. 

He spoke highly of the solidarity and cooperation of people with 
the directive to stay at home and comply with the instructions of the 
UAE’s security and health authorities.

UMM Al Quwain Police and the Civil Defence Department in the 
emirate, in cooperation with the Umm Al Quwain Municipality, 
continue sterilisation operations in the emirate and its public facilities. 

This was in line with the national sterilisation programme, and the 
work was done through special equipment.

The sterilisation of public places is a proactive approach of the UAE 
government which is aimed at breaking the chain of COVID-19 
transmission.

Al Mazrouei reviews police sectors’ workflow
During a virtual meeting 

with police sector 
directors, he conveyed his 
appreciation to the 
encouragement of the wise 
leadership in facilitating 
procedures for 
implementing security 
plans, real-time follow-up, 
and support for the work 
teams, especially the 
frontliners, during the 
COVID-19 outbreak.

Abu Dhabi Police sector 
directors stressed that the 
police teams continue their 
efforts, day and night on 
the field, working together 
to maintain safety. It also 

lauded police support to the country’s 
efforts to educate citizens, residents, 
and visitors about the necessary 
preventive measures. 

the importance of strengthening 
coordination between police sectors, 
in line with the precautionary 
measures to fight COVID-19.

MAJOR General Staff Pilot Faris Khalaf 
Al Mazrouei, Commander-in-Chief of 
Abu Dhabi Police, reviewed the efforts 
and roles of work teams, as well as 
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Drug Control Council, Dubai Police carry on fight against narcotics 

Council discussed requests of a number 
of people willing to enter rehabilitation 
for drug addiction, and the procedures 
that must be followed in light of the 
social distancing and self-isolation 
norms necessitated by COVID-19.

The Council reviewed the statistics of 
drug crimes recorded in 2019, and 
analysed the rates recorded in various 
areas of the country.

It also reviewed the results of 

narcotics seizures made by the 
country’s customs authorities at various 
outlets last year, criminal methods used 
by drug smugglers, and the measures 
currently taken during drug bust 
operations in view of precautions 
against the pandemic. The procedure 
for destroying the seized narcotics, 
while maintaining public health and 
environment safety, was also 
discussed.

THE Drug Control Council and Dubai 
Police continue their efforts to fight the 
scourge of narcotics, in the backdrop 
of COVID-19.

Lt General Dhahi Khalfan Tamim, 
Deputy Chairman of Police and Public 
Security in Dubai, and Chairman of 
the Drug Control Council, held a 
virtual meeting attended by Brigadier 
Saeed Abdullah Al Suwaidi, Director 
General of the Federal Anti-Narcotics 
Department at the Ministry of Interior, 
and Vice President of the Council; 
heads of the higher national 
committees of the Council; and a 
number of officials and directors of 
drug control in the country.

Dhahi Khalfan directed work teams 
and anti-narcotics personnel to 
anticipate criminal activities that could 
be used by drug traffickers and 
dealers, as an alternative to their 
common methods, following the 
imposition of limited movement through 
the air, sea and land ports.

He urged members of the Council to 
enhance coordination with all 
concerned parties. In addition, the 

Al Kaabi warns against gatherings amidst safety measures
COMMENTING on a social media video 
showing gatherings at the Fujairah 
Corniche without taking the necessary 
precautions, Major General Mohammed 
Ahmed bin Ghanim Al Kaabi, 
Commander-in-Chief of Fujairah Police, 

and Chairman of the Emergency and 
Crisis Team in Fujairah, confirmed that 
the team is constantly monitoring the 
commitment of people to the 
precautionary measures against 
COVID-19.

Al Shamsi discusses remote work and service delivery
MAJOR General Saif Al Zari Al Shamsi, 
Commander-in-Chief of Sharjah Police, 
spearheaded the third meeting of the 
Supreme Permanent Committee for 
Leadership remotely, with the 
participation of Brigadier Abdullah 
Mubarak bin Amer, Deputy Commander-
in-Chief of Sharjah Police, general 

managers in the police force, and a 
number of officers.

Al Shamsi expressed his appreciation 
for the efforts made by various sectors in 
Sharjah Police to protect people from the 
coronavirus infection, ensuring concerted 
efforts and continuing to work with 
responsibility with the relevant authorities.

The meeting reviewed the most 
important recommendations of the 
previous leadership meetings and their 
results, the plans for crises and disasters, 
the continuity of insurance operations that 
coincide with the national sterilisation 
programme, the mechanism of remote 
work and continued services at this time.

He called upon people to adhere to 
the procedures, and to avoid gatherings 
even if they are not held during the 
nationwide ban. He reminded people 
that there are penalties for those who 
violate rules.
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Sultan Al Nuaimi spearheads Business Continuity Committee’s remote meeting

THE Business Continuity Committee in 
Ajman held its third meeting remotely, 
chaired by Major General Sheikh Sultan 
bin Abdullah Al Nuaimi, Commander-in-
Chief of Ajman Police, and Chairman of 
the Committee, in the presence of 
Committee members from the local 
government departments in Ajman. 

They discussed unified efforts to 
maintain the health and safety of people, 
ensure business continuity, and support the 

Dubai Police announce major drug bust

country’s 
preventive 
efforts 
against the 
coronavirus 
infection.

The 
meeting 
discussed 
procedures 
supporting 
safe food 

delivery. They also formed a joint 
committee between Ajman Police and the 
Department of Municipality and Planning 
to audit health and safety conditions and 
requirements, so that delivery companies 
could be allowed to work during the 
period specified for the national 
sterilisation. These companies would need 
a permit from the health department of the 
municipality.

The Committee recommended the 

preparation of an integrated joint strategic 
plan for business continuity, and 
identifying coordinators from each 
government institution to develop plans to 
address any emergency. It reviewed 
electronic and smart projects and services 
supporting business continuity.

Al Nuaimi directed that work teams be 
formed in each government institution in 
Ajman to implement the procedures for 
obtaining a business continuity certificate. 
He also reviewed the precautionary 
measures taken for sterilising labour 
accommodations and transport. The 
meeting discussed ways to allow essential 
services personnel to do their work while 
observing social distancing and other 
precautions.

Moreover, the meeting discussed 
imposing fines on those not wearing 
masks and not abiding by the rule of 
carrying only three passengers in a 
standard-sized vehicle.

DUBAI Police announced that an 
investigation team from its Anti-Narcotics 
Department foiled the attempt of an Asian 
gang that tried to peddle 59kg of heroin 
and crystal meth in the country. 

The gang tried to take advantage of the 
precautionary measures against 
COVID-19 to peddle a huge amount of 
narcotics, but the police teams were able 
to catch up with them and arrested four 
gang members.

Lt General Abdullah Khalifa Al Marri, 
Commander-in-Chief of Dubai Police, 
praised the work teams of the General 
Department of Narcotics Control in Dubai 
Police locally and internationally, stressing 
that this gang bust and drug seizure were 
carried out with a level of tight planning 
and professionalism that highlighted the 
great capabilities of the police personnel. 
The gang and its vehicles, he said, had 
been monitored round the clock for 12 
days before the police force moved in to 
arrest the criminals.

Al Marri said that the operation was a 
big success due to several factors, 

including the keenness of Dubai Police to 
implement the directives of His Highness Lt 
General Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Interior. 

He thanked Major General Expert 
Khubair Khalil Ibrahim Al Mansoori, 

Assistant Commander-in-Chief of Dubai 
Police for Criminal Investigation Affairs, for 
his follow-up of the surveillance process. 
He also thanked Brigadier Eid 
Mohammad Thani, Director of the General 
Department of Narcotics Control in Dubai 
Police, for his proven efforts.
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FACTS & FIGURES

10 million
The number of food assistance to be provided by the ‘10 

Million Meals’ campaign launched by HH Sheikh Mohammed 

bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of 

the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, to aid the most a� ected families 

and individuals in the UAE due to COVID-19.

Dhs50,000 
Maximum fi ne for not complying with the guidelines set out by 

the UAE government for the National Disinfection Programme, 

which is being enforced by the Ministry of Interior and the 

Ministry of Health and Prevention. The penalties would be 

doubled for repeat o� enders.

Dhs3,000 
Fine that awaits curfew o� enders of the National Disinfection 

Programme, pursuant to the Cabinet Resolution No. 17 of 2020. 

The fi ne excludes individuals who sought to obtain essential 

supplies, such as food and medicines, and individuals working in 

vital sectors.

129
The number of people referred by competent authorities in the 

UAE, including the Ministry of Interior, to the Attorney-General 

for failing to abide by the quarantine and isolation measures, 

thereby putting members of society in danger.

64
The number of individuals referred by the Ministry of Interior 

to the Public Prosecution for not adhering to the 14-day home 

quarantine protocol set by the UAE authorities, subsequently 

passing COVID-19 to other people.

National Disinfection Programme continues 

Move permit during curfew hours

no longer allowed

MoI debuts new high-tech police helmet

The Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Health Prevention, in 
a joint statement, announced the continuation of the National 
Disinfection Programme, as part of the preventive and 
precautionary measures taken by the UAE to contain the 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The two ministries will 
conduct a periodic assessment on the programme as per 
recommendations approved by the World Health Organisation.

The Ministry of Interior has stopped the issuance of all move 
permits during curfew hours. The decision was implemented into 
full force by the Ministry, as an adherence to the #StayHome 
campaign of the UAE government. 

HH Lt General Sheikh Saif bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister of Interior, approved the 
adoption of police forces of an AI-powered smart helmet to 
intensify the UAE’s fi ght against the coronavirus disease of 
2019 (COVID-19). The new technology was unveiled by the 
Interior Minister during “Happiness and Positivity Council” 
virtual meeting.

BE IN THE LOOP
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NEWS

UAE NEWS BULLETIN
POLICE NEWS, PEOPLE, NUMBERS AND EVENTS

Abu Dhabi Police and Abu Dhabi Digital Authority warned 
residents not to fall prey to scammers who use a fake 
police website which asks for Dhs3,000 payment to avoid 
supposed criminal charges for watching inappropriate 
online content. A message on the website home screen 
says: “Your browser has been blocked due to viewing and 
dissemination of materials forbidden by UAE law, you 
should pay a Dhs3,000 fine with Visa or MasterCard.”

ABU DHABI

Dhs3,000 AJMAN

48 hours

2

Two men were arrested for destroying an ATM to siphon 
off its cash. The ATM was totally wrecked but the 
perpetrators failed to steal the money stored in it. 
Authorities were able to catch them in less than 48 
hours.

A 27-year-old cleaner was found guilty for stealing 
86 expensive watches worth Dhs8.4 million from 
three shops at the Gold Market. The man threw 
the watches in the trash bin and collected them 
later. The Dubai Court of First Instance sentenced 
him, as well as his two accomplices, to one-year 
imprisonment to be followed by deportation. 

DUBAI

Dhs8.4 million

Twin brothers were killed in a road mishap while they 
were on their way to a military college. Their vehicle 
was struck by a lorry who suddenly swerved causing 
a fatal crash. The funeral was attended by close 
family members only, in accordance with the 
#StayHome campaign.

SHARJAH
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UMM AL QUWAIN

The Consumer Protection section of the Department 
of Economic Development ceased the operations of a 
pharmacy and an outlet in Umm Al Quwain for selling 
substandard and fake masks. Some 770 fake face 
masks were confi scated from the two establishments. 
Meanwhile, up to 35 pharmacies were issued warning 
letters for raising the price without permission.

770

FUJAIRAH
Five establishments, two beauty salons and 

three restaurants, were shut down by Dibba 

Al Fujairah Municipality for failing to follow 

the prescribed COVID-19 precautionary 

measures such as requiring their workers 

to wear face masks and gloves. During the 

inspection, the authorities also found that 

some of the food items in the three 

restaurants were not in proper storage. The 

erring outlets were given a grace period to 

comply with the prescribed health and 

safety rules.

Images are for illustration purposes only

5

RAS AL KHAIMAH

A large amount of expired food items, weighing up to 
5,321kg, was seized and destroyed by the Ras Al 
Khaimah Municipality from a pastry factory. Laboratory 
analysis revealed that the confi scated items were unfi t 
for human consumption. The factory was shut down 
and the machines inside were seized.

5,321kg
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BY MARK NITUMA

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE, THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS 
UNLEASHED THE MIND POWER TO THE FULLEST – FROM USING 
SMART HELMET WITH THERMAL IMAGING TO DRONES THAT CAN 
DISINFECT CITIES. 999 PRESENTS HOW THE UAE OPTIMISES THE 

POWER OF AI AND INNOVATION TO COMBAT THE OUTBREAK

COVER STORY

TECH UP THE TECH UP THE 
CHALLENGECHALLENGE
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I
n the ongoing international measures 

to stop the spread of the coronavirus 

disease of 2019 (COVID-19), 

governments have found technology to be 

an extremely valuable resource to keep 

the public health system and economic 

activities running.

The UAE has, from the onset of 

the outbreak, employed a series of 

sophisticated techs to measure and 

manage risk, harnessing the country’s 

advantage in this battle and providing 

people with reassuring outcomes.

Technology, including the power of 

Artifi cial Intelligence (AI), is being widely 

used in the country to boost targeted 

responses — from medical intervention 

to preventive nationwide sterilisation, 

and from information dissemination to 

strict compliance with law and order. 

This strategy boosts all areas of defence 

against COVID-19. After all, the chain is 

only as strong as its weakest link.

In line with the #StayHome national 

initiative, UAE police forces are not simply 

requesting citizens and expatriates alike 

to stay at home. An appeal wouldn’t be 

eff ective without a well-

considered and multi-pronged approach 

enabling people to remain indoors and 

slow down the spread of the virus.

The Ministry of Interior, along with all 

the general police headquarters, has 

deployed a fl eet of helicopters, drones, 

and patrol cars to regularly enforce and 

monitor public obedience of limited 

mobility and social distancing rules to 

break the chain of infection.

The health authorities have introduced 

an AI-powered mobile app to alert 

everyone outside about places near them 

with reported cases of COVID-19. This 

app comes in handy for preventing any 

exposure to the virus by identifying those 

walking around with a fever. AI has also 

been employed to assist the government 

with contact tracing, catching people 

violating quarantine rules, as well as large-

scale population screening. Technology 

is helping in a dozen other areas, from 

disinfecting cities to addressing people 

directly.

ROBOCOP SMART HELMETS

During a remote meeting of the 

Happiness and Positivity Council of 

the Ministry of Interior, 

His Highness Lt 

General Sheikh 

Saif bin 

Zayed 

Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister and 

Minister of Interior, approved the ministry’s 

adoption of a smart helmet technology, 

which is capable of spotting people who 

may be infected with COVID-19. The 

minister highlighted that this refl ects 

the MoI’s keenness to adopt the most 

eff ective innovation to ramp up police 

response in light of the current situation. 

In that meeting, Dubai Police released a 

video of the robocop smart helmet worn 

by a specialist police offi  cer, interspersed 

with footage of thermal imaging of people 

at a bus station. Major General Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Tahnoun Al Nahyan, 

Chairman of the Ministry of Interior’s 

Council for Innovation, gave a detailed 

presentation on how the technology of AI 

helmets works. 

The device may look like a regular 

motorcycle helmet, but there’s more 

to it than meets the eye. The helmet 

automatically detects anyone with a fever 

within a 5-metre radius. If and when it 

detects body temperature above the 

normal threshold of 37.5ºC (99.5ºF), it 

alerts its wearer through an earpiece.

Its standby time lasts for eight hours 

and the helmet works more conveniently 

than the usual handheld thermometer, 

since it can detect and measure body 

temperatures of more than 100 people 

in less than two minutes. So, it enables 

police offi  cers to obtain 

vital readings in a 

crowd and analyse 

data at an 

optimal 

speed, 

which can 

in turn 

help the 

health 

authorities 

with 

identifying 

potential 

carriers 

of 

INNNOVATION
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the novel coronavirus strain.

“The smart helmet can also create and 

read QR codes. They’re equipped with 

thermal cameras and sensors that enable 

them to recognise faces, and store and 

recognise vehicle licence plate numbers 

for eff ective monitoring. The helmets are 

also capable of night vision,” said Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Tahnoun Al Nahyan.

SMART APP TO TRACE AND CONTAIN

Contact tracing is the process of 

identifying those who came in contact with 

an infected person; closely monitoring 

those contacts after their exposure to the 

infection; and preventing further spread 

of the infection by treating those contacts 

if they show signs of the infection. This 

process has proved to be very useful for 

a hundred years – from the 1918 infl uenza 

epidemic (aka Spanish fl u) to the 2003 

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

(SARS) epidemic. During the current 

COVID-19 pandemic, too, this process is 

being used to contain the virus.

Dr Mohamad Mooty, Department Chair 

of Infectious Diseases at Cleveland Clinic 

Abu Dhabi, said, “Given the resources 

required for extensive contact tracing, it 

is generally used in the early stages of an 

outbreak before community spread takes 

hold. Once an outbreak becomes more 

widespread, enforcing physical distancing 

and ensuring people stay at home as 

much as possible become more eff ective 

in containing the infection.”

Thanks to AI, the rigorous mechanism 

of contact tracing has been condensed 

into a very convenient mobile application. 

In yet another effi  cient tool adopted by 

the UAE government to track Persons 

Under Investigation (PUIs), or those 

potential carriers of the novel coronavirus 

strain, the Department of Health (DoH) in 

Abu Dhabi has launched an app called 

‘TraceCovid’, which uses Bluetooth 

signals between smartphones to see if 

potential carriers of the coronavirus have 

been in close contact with other people. 

This smart app was created to help 

contact tracing teams on the ground to 

quickly trace PUIs and provide them with 

the necessary health care.

The app is encrypted with a one-time 

password for verifi cation from Weqaya, 

a population screening programme 

under the National Emergency Crisis and 

Disasters Management Authority. The app 

can be downloaded via App Store and 

Google Play.

Some of the countries that use similar 

smart apps to prevent the spread of 

infection are India, Singapore, Malaysia, 

and South Korea. 

In fact, South Korea has shown the world 

what can be done through contact tracing. 

The Asian country was earlier feared as 

the next possible epicentre of COVID-19 

(after the fi rst epicentre, Wuhan in China), 

when it recorded nearly 4,000 confi rmed 

cases, with more than 500 new infections 

overnight, by March 1, 2020. At that time, 

Italy, which later became the infection 

epicentre in Europe, only had a total of 

1,577 cases.

The South Korean government acted 

swiftly. It launched a contact tracing 

mobile app that uses data from credit card 

transactions, smartphone location, and 

CCTV footage to track and immediately 

isolate PUIs.  

By that time, South Korea was being 

hailed as a role model in fl attening the 

curve of infection, which as of April 28 

stood at around 10,700, with more than 

8,000 fully recovered patients, and 

only 236 deaths (2.2 per cent of total 

infected cases). In the same period, Italy 

had more than 199,000 COVID-19 cases, 

INNNOVATION

Given the resources 
required for 

extensive contact tracing, 
it is generally used in 
the early stages of an 

outbreak 
before 
community 
spread 
takes hold

DR MOHAMAD MOOTY
Department Chair of Infectious Diseases at 

Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi

The smart helmet 
can create and 

read QR codes. They’re 
equipped with thermal 
cameras and sensors that 
enable them to recognise 
faces, and store and 
recognise vehicle licence 
plate numbers
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with more than 66,000 fully recovered 

patients, and more than 26,000 deaths 

(29 per cent of total infected cases).

FIREFIGHTER BOT ON MEDICAL DUTY

Abu Dhabi Civil Defence has teamed 

up with the waste management company 

Tadweer to use its TAF35 fi refi ghting robot 

for disinfecting the city’s public areas. An 

Instagram video from Abu Dhabi Police 

showed the robot fi refi ghter, originally 

designed to disperse water in places 

such as tunnels, chemical industry sites, 

refi neries, and even city centres, was now 

spraying disinfectants in the streets and 

other public areas. To slightly tweak an 

adage, we see that necessity is the mother 

of innovation.

The TAF35 is a versatile tracked vehicle 

designed for 

fi refi ghting, 

according to 

the websites 

of fi re 

solutions 

engineering fi rms EmiControls in Italy 

and Magirus in Germany. This robot is 

an extinguishing turbine mounted on a 

compact crawler vehicle. With a nozzle 

ring in its turbine, “it has the capability to 

atomise water and extinguish foam to form 

fi ne particulate matter — ranging from a 

mist that spreads over a wide area to a 

water jet with a remarkable projection 

range”. The collaborative robot was fi rst 

tested by Abu Dhabi Civil Defence in 

February 2020.

DRONES FOR DISINFECTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), aka 

drones, are rising to greater heights in 

the fi eld of public health and public order. 

Unencumbered by crew or pilot, they have 

been deployed across the emirates for 

a number of crucial tasks 

during this pandemic. 

One of 

the 

tasks for these drones is dispersing diluted 

solutions to disinfect public places, in 

keeping with globally accepted standards 

and safety guidelines. The UAE is one of 

the fi rst countries in the world to dispatch 

drones to fumigate large areas, saving 

human personnel from exposure to any 

likely infection.

Each drone used in the UAE can carry 

up to 16 litres of disinfectant solutions 

and its functioning is estimated to be 50 

times more effi  cient than the mechanical 

spray procedure, according to Falcon 

Eye Drones Services (FEDS), one of the 

world’s top Drone-as-a-Service (DaaS) 

company based in the UAE. As per the 

company’s estimate, the drones can 

spray 180mu per hour, covering 120,000 

square metres. 

Praising the UAE government’s decision, 

Rabih Bou Rashid, CEO of FEDS, said, 

“The rapid spread of COVID-19 has 

played a vital role in accelerating the 

adoption of the drone in a growing list of 

unconventional tasks done by the UAE, 

which has become a global leader in 

utilising the latest technologies to improve 

people’s quality of life and enhance the 

country’s competitiveness.”

“Drones will be an essential part of the 

daily lives of humans and will be as vital as 

phones are to everyone today. And now, 

more than ever, drones give us a fi ghting 

chance in our battle against the epidemic 

with the several solutions they off er for 

epidemic control,” he added.

Bou Rashid added that even before the 

Now, more than 
ever, drones give 

us a fi ghting chance in 
our battle against the 
epidemic with the several 

solutions they 
off er for 
epidemic 
control

RABIH BOU RASHID
CEO of FEDS
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pandemic, drones had shown promise 

in providing effi  cient support to human 

functions. In early 2020, FEDS, together 

with the UAE’s Ministry of Climate Change 

and Environment, completed its drone 

seeding of 6.25 million Ghaf and Samar 

trees across 25 locations in the country in 

a span of just a few days – the drones did 

the work much faster than farmers could.

Our drones are 
equipped with 

cameras that can 
photograph events in 
range, whether during the 
day or at night. They can 
also carry loudspeakers 

to broadcast 
Dubai Police 
messages to 
the public

COLONEL SAEED AL MADHANI
Director of the Ports Police Station in Dubai

EYES IN THE SKY

Police in the country have sent out a 

fl eet of helicopters and drones to carry an 

important warning to #StayHome, the best 

place where anyone could be at this time. 

Abu Dhabi Aviation sent out a helicopter 

carrying a banner that bears a message 

saying, “Dedication at work and safety at 

home”, in Arabic and English. 

The initiative using helicopters spread 

across the emirates, urging the public 

to avoid stepping out unless absolutely 

necessary, and to maintain social 

distancing. Ras Al Khaimah Police, 

under the directives of Major General 

Ali Abdullah bin Alwan Al Nuaimi, 

Commander-in-Chief of Ras Al Khaimah 

Police and Head of the local Emergency, 

Crisis and Disaster Management Team, 

adopted this initiative.

In other emirates, including Dubai and 

Sharjah, police general headquarters 

have begun deploying drones with 

attached loudspeakers to address people 

who defy the National Sterilisation 

Programme. A video posted on the 

Sharjah Police Instagram feed showed 

an offi  cer fl ying a drone over crowded 

junctions and over the city’s waterfront 

while it played a recorded message 

in diff erent languages such as Arabic, 

English, Urdu, and Filipino: “For 

everyone’s safety, kindly stay home 

and avoid gatherings. Stay away from 

everything that puts you and your family 

at risk.” 

Colonel Saeed Al Madhani, Director 

of the Ports Police Station in Dubai, 

said that Dubai Police implemented this 

strategy to catch #StayHome initiative 

violators. Explaining that the drones 

could take a photo of these people 

from a distance, even at night, he 

said, “Our drones are equipped with 

cameras that can photograph events 

in range, whether during the day or at 

night. They can also carry loudspeakers 

to broadcast Dubai Police messages 

and announcements to the public.” 

He stressed that the purpose of the 

leadership was not to arbitrarily penalise 

or put people in jail, but to compel 

them to adhere to the precautionary 

instructions for their own safety.

DU
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A helicopter of Abu Dhabi Aviation carrying a banner that bears a message: “Dedication at work 

and safety at home” in Arabic and English

A Dubai Police drone with attached loudspeakers to remind people to #StayHomes
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AERIAL SUPPLY OF MEDICINES

The Drone-as-a-Service company FEDS 

believes that these unmanned vehicles 

could soon be used for aerial delivery for 

medicines and medical supplies in the 

UAE. This would serve a dual purpose: 

speeding up delivery, and lowering the 

risk of human-to-human infection.

This method has already been used 

in China, since the time the fatalities 

from COVID-19 climbed to more than 

600 people and 28,000 were infected 

in early February. A drone loaded with 

medical testing supplies took off  from the 

People’s Hospital of Xinchang County and 

delivered them to the Chinese Centre for 

Disease Control and Prevention, located 

3km away. A journey that would have 

taken 20 minutes by ground transport 

took only 6 minutes by air.

Bou Rashid of FEDS noted that this 

method aimed to protect medical frontliners 

from cross-infection while making sure that 

aid arrived for people in need. “Robots like 

drones are immune to infection, so many 

countries have stepped up to get them out 

in force to deliver medical supplies and 

other goods. Drones have indeed proven 

their value, especially to those who are 

quarantined at home,” he said.

VIRTUAL HOSPITAL

Telemedicine, supported by AI, enables 

medical institutions to sharply bring down 

the number of people visiting hospitals 

during this pandemic. Through this remote 

consultation, medical professionals 

communicate via video calls or phone, 

allowing probable virus carriers to stay in 

home quarantine. This service is currently 

in full swing in the UAE to help limit the 

movement of people and vehicles.

Dr Azad Moopen, Founder Chairman 

and Managing Director of Aster DM 

Healthcare, a Dubai-based private 

company that launched its own 

videoconference-style consultations, 

said in a statement, “The unprecedented 

COVID-19 pandemic calls for measures 

to make health care services accessible 

to everyone in the community. Home 

quarantine, social distancing and stay-at-

home [initiatives] announced by authorities 

are crucial measures to contain the spread 

of COVID-19.”

He added, “In the circumstances where 

people are unable to move out of their 

homes and offi  ces, our patients continue 

to receive the best possible care. [We] 

provide everyone with access to their 

doctors remotely along with supply of 

medicines at their doorsteps.”

Medical consultation over the phone 

was introduced by the Prime Healthcare 

Group through its newly launched 

platform PRIME Telehealth, licensed 

by the Dubai Health Authority. It allows 

existing patients of PRIME to book their 

appointments and get consultation. 

Dr Jamil Ahmed, PRIME Healthcare 

Group Managing Director, said, “Access 

The unprecedented 
COVID-19 pandemic 

calls for measures to 
make health care services 
accessible to 
everyone 
in the 
community

DR AZAD MOOPEN
Founder Chairman and Managing Director of 

Aster DM Healthcare
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to primary health care for all is a critical 

factor that cannot be compromised and 

should be the basic right of all human 

beings. We fi rmly believe that people 

must stay at home and stay safe from 

COVID-19 infection. This timely service of 

telemedicine allows them to continue their 

treatment from the comfort and safety of 

their homes.” 

Other medical facilities that off er this 

service are Mubadala’s Abu Dhabi 

Telemedicine Centre, which off ers 24/7 

medical consultations over the phone, 

Access to primary 
health care for all 

is a critical factor that 
cannot be compromised 
and should be the basic 
right of all 
human 
beings

We aim to develop a 
working prototype 

in less than two weeks. We 
have all the theoretical 
and design expertise in 
our team, 
especially 
in the 
prototyping 
phase

DR JAMIL AHMED
Group Managing Director of PRIME Healthcare 

DR CESARE STEFANINI
Director of Khalifa University’s Healthcare 

Engineering Innovation Centre 

and Orient Insurance and Allianz Care 

that launched, in September 2019, the 

fi rst UAE-based telemedicine service for 

international health insurance customers.

3D PRINTERS TO THE RESCUE

Researchers at the Khalifa University’s 

Healthcare Engineering Innovation Centre 

(HEIC) target to mass produce low-cost 

lifesaving ventilators through three-

dimensional printing, as this piece of 

medical equipment is essential for the most 

vulnerable COVID-19 patients and there is a 

shortage of supply all over the world.

They aim to complete their working 

prototype within two weeks and are now 

setting up the production plant for the 

ventilators, in a bid to produce them soon 

enough to meet the global demand in time.

The team, led by Dr Cesare Stefanini, 

Professor of Biomedical Engineering and 

Director of HEIC, said that their focus 

was on low-cost, rapid production using 

3D printing. “The number of intensive 

care beds and mechanical ventilators 

in hospitals is a fraction of what may 

be needed in the coming weeks as 

the situation develops worldwide,” Dr 

Stefanini said. “We aim to develop a 

working prototype in less than two weeks, 

alongside designing a mass production 

unit. We have all the theoretical and 

design expertise in our team, especially in 

the prototyping phase.”

Ventilators mimic the way a person 

breathes naturally. In severe cases of 

COVID-19, this machine is required for 

delivering enough oxygen from the lungs to 

the rest of the body. The Khalifa University 

estimates that the cost to produce, receive 

necessary approvals and distribute the 

machines will be in the range of $500 

(Dhs1,836) to $800 (Dhs2,938) per unit of 

the 3D-printed machine. In comparison, 

ventilators usually cost $30,000 

(Dhs110,191) for a basic model and $50,000 

(Dhs183,652) for an advanced machine. 
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Dr Cesare Stefanini, Professor of Biomedical Engineering and Director of HEIC
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WE’RE ONE WE’RE ONE 
WITH THE WITH THE 
WORLD  WORLD  

BY STAFF REPORT

THE UAE HAS AIDED A LARGE NUMBER OF NATIONS ACROSS CONTINENTS 
WITH ITS EVACUATION EFFORTS AND DELIVERY OF ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES, 

SETTING A GREAT EXAMPLE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY. 
999 OUTLINES THE UNWAVERING ASSISTANCE OF THIS NATION ON THE 

HUMANITARIAN FRONT
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U
AE resident Hannah O’Reilly 

originally planned to stay in the 

United States to visit her family 

before fl ying back to Abu Dhabi and 

give birth. Her husband was awaiting her 

return with excitement. That’s when the 

coronavirus disease (COVID-19) hit many 

parts of the world, bringing many countries 

to a standstill and paralysing the aviation 

sector. 

“I was stranded in America, where 

everyone around me was starting to 

get really ill, and I was desperately 

terrifi ed,” recalled O’Reilly, now back in 

Abu Dhabi. Then she heard that the UAE 

had launched an initiative for expats 

to get back home. She fi lled out an 

application for the ‘Tawajudi for Residents’ 

initiative. “I wanted to come back home 

to my husband, my doctors, and to my 

appointments. I have health insurance 

here in the UAE,” she said.

Some days later, on March 25, she 

received a phone call from the UAE 

Embassy in Washington and was told that 

none other than His Highness Sheikh 

Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, 

had learned about her situation and 

ensured her safe return to the country. “I 

almost didn’t believe it at fi rst, but it was 

true: the UAE leadership was rescuing 

me,” she recalled. “I was beside myself. I 

could barely gather the information I was 

receiving. I instantly began crying.”

Within days, O’Reilly managed to fl y 

back home to the UAE after processing 

her documents. She was also given 

accommodation until her fl ight date on 

March 29.

O’Reilly’s story of fi nding refuge in the 

UAE is one amongst thousands of UAE 

residents who continuously receive 

support. Moreover, the country extends 

its hands not only to its own residents, 

but also to some neighbouring nations 

badly aff ected by the coronavirus disease 

(COVID-19). 

AFFIRMATION OF SUPPORT 

The UAE maintains constant 

communication with world leaders and 

diplomatic missions in order to assess 

not only the safety of UAE citizens in 

other countries but also to see how it can 

provide necessary support for the global 

community. This is the country’s steadfast 

mission on the humanitarian front.

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 

Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 

Dubai, stated that the UAE was ready to 

provide aid to help countries get through 

the impact of COVID-19. “Our message 

to the world, through our ambassadors, 

is that we support any common global 

eff orts to alleviate the pandemic’s health 

and economic impact on humanity,” 

he said, also praising the eff orts of the 

country’s Ministry of Foreign Aff airs and 

International Cooperation (MoFAIC) 

and diplomats overseas, who have all 

been instrumental in clear and constant 

communication about the UAE’s support 

for the world.

Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan reassured 

all UAE citizens and residents that the 

country will defeat this unseen adversary. 

“I have no doubt that we will emerge 

victoriously in this battle against the 

challenge of this pandemic, God willing,” 

His Highness said.

SAFE HAVEN FOR HUMANITY

Amongst the UAE’s fi rst projects was 

sending a medical plane to China that 

evacuated 215 individuals from Hubei 

province, whose capital Wuhan was the 

world’s fi rst epicentre of COVID-19.  

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Our message to 
the world, through 

our ambassadors, is 
that we support any 
common global eff orts to 

alleviate the 
pandemic’s 
health and 
economic 
impact on 
humanity

HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED

BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM
Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE 

and Ruler of Dubai

alleviate the 
pandemic’s 
health and 
economic 
impact on 
humanity

Hannah O’Reilly 

I have no doubt 
that we will emerge 

victoriously in this battle 
against the challenge 
of this pandemic, God 
willing

HH SHEIKH MOHAMED BIN 

ZAYED AL NAHYAN
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 

Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces
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The Etihad airlines plane, aptly named 

‘Homeland for Humanity’, flew to China on 

March 4 with Emirati medical professionals 

specialising in viral infections, along with 

Emirati volunteers. Those evacuated were 

mainly people from Syria, Iraq, Mauritania, 

Sudan, Brazil, Egypt, Yemen, and Jordan, 

countries with friendly relationship with 

the UAE.

Back in the UAE, the public and the 

private sectors joined hands to create 

what’s now known as the ‘Emirates 

Humanitarian City’ within a record time of 

48 hours upon the decision of the UAE’s 

leadership.  

All those evacuated individuals 

were then welcomed at the Emirates 

Humanitarian City in Abu Dhabi, given 

essential supplies such as food and 

medicine, and provided with some indoor 

and outdoor recreation facilities while they 

remained in quarantine at the City. 

A PIECE OF GOOD NEWS

Following the quarantine period, the 215 

people all tested negative for coronavirus. 

Filled with gratitude, they conveyed 

that they would never forget the UAE’s 

humanitarian aid, saving women, children, 

the elderly, and others.

These international evacuees expressed 

their sincere gratitude to the UAE and to 

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 

Al Nahyan for the expansive support they 

received during their stay in the country. 

Besides healthcare support, they got 

moral support as well, and stayed in the 

UAE as one big family.

Dr Ahmed Ismail Mohammed, one of 

the medical experts at the Emirates 

Humanitarian City, expressed his 

deep pride in the country’s admirable 

humanitarian efforts for people across 

the globe.

The needs of the young people 

evacuated from China were taken care 

of during their stay at the Humanitarian 

City. Amongst them is Ammar Yasser, 

12, who expressed his gratitude to the 

UAE leadership for giving him not just a 

temporary home, but also for ensuring that 

he and the others were comfortable, too, 

during their short stay at the facility.

La’aly, 6, had a simple yet moving 

message: she thanked the UAE and its 

leaders, saying the children like her were 

happy that they were cared for by people 

at the facility.

Education didn’t stop for students staying 

at the facility. One such student, Abdullah 

Wady, commended the UAE’s efforts 

to provide mobile devices for distance 

learning. 

AID PLANES AROUND THE GLOBE

Besides the Hubei evacuation, the UAE 

has provided help with medical supplies 

Emirates Humanitarian City

Children in the Emirates Humanitarian City
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I would like to 
inform you that 

a WHO team arrived 
to deliver supplies. I 
would like to use this 
opportunity to thank His 
Highness Sheikh Mohamed 
bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan for 
his support 
in making 
this mission 
possible

DR TEDROS ADHANOM 

GHEBREYESUS  
World Health Organisation Director General 

and other aid to several countries around 

the globe. It has responded to the appeal 

of other countries by providing aid planes 

that served a dual purpose: sending 

medical supplies and other essentials and 

enabling evacuation and repatriation.

Amongst the most notable eff orts of 

the UAE is acting as a bridge for the 

World Health Organisation (WHO) to 

send medical supplies to the hardest-hit 

countries from across the globe.

WHO Director General Dr Tedros 

Adhanom Ghebreyesus commended His 

Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 

as well as the UAE government for their 

help. “I would like to inform you that a 

WHO team arrived to deliver supplies. 

I would like to use this opportunity to 

thank His Highness Sheikh Mohamed 

bin Zayed Al Nahyan for his support in 

making this mission possible,” said Dr 

Ghebreyesus.

On April 2 and April 5, Pakistan received 

two batches of medical supplies totalling 11 

tonnes, according to Hamad Al Zaabi, UAE 

Ambassador to Pakistan. The aid benefi ted 

the fi fth most populated country in the 

world, with 221 million individuals.

On April 6, the UAE sent an aid plane 

to Italy, the hardest-hit country in Europe, 

the second epicentre of the COVID-19 

pandemic. The UAE dispatched 10 tonnes 

of medical supplies benefi ting 10,000 

health care workers in Italy.

Italian Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio 

praised the UAE’s eff orts towards helping 

UAE facilitated the largest single shipment of humanitarian supplies to 

African countries

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

W
AM

UAE continues its commitment to send medical supplies and other 

essentials to hardest-hit countries in the world

W
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The UAE’s 
geographical location 

gives us easy access to 
more than 100 countries 
that cover two-thirds of 
the global population. We 
will continue to extend our 

support to 
the people in 
distress 

HE SULTAN AL SHAMSI    
MoFAIC Assistant Minister for International 

Development A� airs   

The personal 
protective 

equipment provided by the 
UAE to Italy is our weapon 
in this battle. Italy will 
never forget the countries 
that supported it during 

this diffi  cult 
period

LUIGI DI MAIO   
Italian Foreign Minister 

Italy protect its medical staff  during their 

battle against the virus. “We are currently 

experiencing a phase that can only be 

described as war against an invisible 

enemy waged by our medical personnel, 

and the personal protective equipment 

provided by the UAE to Italy is our weapon 

in this battle. We consider this gesture to 

embody solidarity in practice and on-

ground assistance. Italy will never forget 

the countries that supported it during this 

diffi  cult period, which is not only a health 

crisis but an economic and community one 

as well,” said Di Maio.

Then April 8 witnessed UAE’s sending 

of aid planes to Kazakhstan in Central 

Asia and Colombia in South America. 

Kazakhstan received 13 tonnes of medical 

supplies. Colombia, apart from receiving 

10 tonnes of medical supplies, also fl ew 

home 63 Colombian citizens from the UAE 

to be reunited with their loved ones.

On April 10, the UAE organised an aid 

plane for Ukraine, sending 11 tonnes 

of medical supplies along with the 

repatriation of 113 Ukrainian citizens.

These are only a few examples of how 

the UAE comes to the aid of other nations, 

whether they have close bilateral relations 

with the UAE or not. Humanitarian 

assistance from the UAE has also reached 

China, Afghanistan, and Seychelles.

CRISIS REVEALS TRUE LEADERS

MoFAIC Assistant Minister for 

International Development Aff airs HE 

Sultan Al Shamsi said that the UAE 

would continue carrying out these 

humanitarian missions to aid the world. 

“The UAE’s geographical location 

gives us easy access to more than 100 

countries that cover two-thirds of the 

global population. We will continue 

to extend our support to the people 

in distress in collaboration with the 

international community,” said Al Shamsi.

Long-time UAE resident and company 

CEO Sana Bagersh said that the UAE’s 

assistance for the world stemmed from 

the deep-seated compassion and caring 

attitude that the country’s leaders had for 

everyone. “It is in times of crisis that true 

leadership emerges. Though it’s always 

easier to choose the easy way out, it’s in 

these times that the UAE comes to the 

forefront to show great compassion and 

courage,” said Bagersh.

Ronald Precilla, an infotech professional 

in fi nance and banking who has been in 

the country for more than 17 years, stated 

that the UAE’s ongoing eff orts were a 

testament to the country’s solidarity 

and assistance for fellow nations 

during these troubled times. “These 

humanitarian gestures could not have 

become a reality without the wisdom of 

the great leaders of this country, their 

selfl ess acts – since the UAE’s founding 

as a nation – of extending assistance 

to people in distress. This is an act that 

other developed countries should follow,” 

he said.

WORLD LEADERS ARE ALL PRAISE

With its timely response to COVID-19 

and proactive measures in aiding other 

countries, the UAE has gained recognition 

from international leaders.

WHO Director General Dr Ghebreyesus, 

In coordination with Colombian authorities, the UAE facilitated the safe 

return of 63 Colombian citizens to their home country

W
AM
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in his offi  cial Twitter 

account, wrote: 

“Thanks UAE and HH 

Shiekh Mohamed 

bin Zayed for your 

continuing support 

to the COVID-19 

response. Solidarity 

amongst international 

communities is of the 

utmost necessity.”

Indian Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi 

praised the UAE for 

its help in curbing the 

spread of the novel 

coronavirus during a 

video conference held 

with his ambassadors 

around the world. Pavan Kapoor, Indian 

Ambassador to the UAE, stated that Modi 

highlighted the UAE’s “best practices, 

innovations, scientifi c breakthroughs and 

sources to procure medical equipment, 

for India’s fi ght against COVID-19”, 

according to a late-night readout of the 

video conference proceedings by Raveesh 

Kumar, spokesman of India’s External 

Aff airs Ministry.

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 

Zayed also discussed with His Holiness 

Pope Francis, Head of the Catholic 

Church, ways to continue promoting 

solidarity and global cooperation 

amidst the pandemic. The Crown Prince 

conveyed hope that Vatican City and Italy 

would soon overcome the pandemic, and 

the Pope thanked the UAE’s humanitarian 

initiatives. Both sides acknowledged 

the need for the world to cooperate and 

uphold positive human values to rise from 

this global challenge.

The UAE is in constant communication 

with world leaders as regards the latest 

developments on COVID-19. His Highness 

Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed discussed 

with Dr Ahmed Al Tayeb, Grand Imam 

of Al Azhar, how they could continue 

promoting the values of tolerance and 

peace amidst the pandemic. His Highness 

Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed highlighted 

the important role of translating into action 

the values within the Human Fraternity 

Document signed last year. The Grand 

Imam commended the country’s support at 

the international level. 

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 

Zayed also received a call from Mike 

Pompeo, the US Secretary of State, 

and they discussed possible ways to 

collaborate in the fi ght against the 

pandemic. Pompeo lauded the UAE’s 

humanitarian stance of sending aid around 

the world.

Several more countries contacted 

His Highness to discuss and exchange 

ideas on combating COVID-19. The 

UAE is in touch with leaders from South 

Korea, Spain, Jordan, Bulgaria, Sri Lanka, 

Mauritius, Iraq, Egypt, Indonesia, Syria, 

Armenia, Serbia, and has also spoken 

to eminent private individuals such as 

software billionaire Bill Gates.

UAE facilitates WHO’s medical supplies delivery

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed and Bill Gates, Co-chair of the Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation, discussed enhanced humanitarian cooperation on health and epidemic control
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COLUMN

THE ONES WHO SAW THE 
PANDEMIC OF TOMORROW 

Ali Obaid is a veteran Emirati commentator and 
writer on local issues; he currently heads the News 

Centre at Dubai Media Incorporated

Social networks have been buzzing with discussions around the films 
and books about an outbreak uncannily similar to COVID-19

S
ocial networks these days are full of stories from 

countries around the world, some taken from the past, 

applying to the present, and anticipating the future. It is 

true that COVID-19 has engaged social media users 

remarkably. The pandemic has flooded our mobile phones with 

a stream of information that we cannot identify as good or bad, 

true or false. 

Amongst all this is information about novels written, films 

screened, and forecasts made in 

pre-coronavirus times. They mentioned 

an epidemic that would invade the globe 

and put people’s lives in danger; some 

explicitly talked about it in the year 2020. 

It seemed that they had used the time 

machine to bring us news from the 

future, such as the news that the hoopoe 

bird brought to prophet Solomon from 

Saba.

One of the things talked about on 

social media is American writer Dean 

Koontz’s novel The Eyes of Darkness, 

published in 1981. The story revolves 

around the Chinese city of Wuhan (where 

the novel coronavirus epidemic first appeared in late 2019). In 

the first edition, the fictional virus was called “Gorky 400”, 

named after a Russian city. In a later edition, the name was 

changed when Koontz rewrote parts of the novel.

The forecast of the late American clairvoyant Sylvia Browne 

remains the most surprising. She had predicted that by 2020, a 

pneumonia-like disease would attack the lungs and bronchi, 

and would quickly spread across the entire globe, resisting all 

known antidotes. The most interesting thing is that, according 

to Browne, it would disappear as suddenly as it appeared, but 

then it would reappear ten years later, before finally 

It is okay for these 
novels and films to 
entertain people, 
as long as they do 
not affect the lives 
already threatened 
by the pandemic

disappearing. This was published by Browne, who died in 

2013, in a book issued in 2008, titled The End of Days: 

Expectations and Predictions about the End of the World. 

Despite the accuracy of Browne’s forecast, those who attack 

her say that this forecast might have been just a stroke of luck, 

because some of the predictions in her book were not fulfilled.

British astronomer Martin Reese’s book, Our Last Hour, 

comes to raise more questions about what is happening now. 

In the book, published in 2003, Reese 

said that the expectations of a 

catastrophe devastating the world rose 

to 50 per cent from the baseline of 20 

per cent a century ago. And Reese 

believed that the most important threats 

to humanity would be “nuclear terrorism, 

genetically modified lethal viruses, the 

escape of human-made devices, and 

genetic engineering that changes the 

nature of people”. He wrote: “All of this is 

being done by a villain, or as a result of a 

human error, but 2020 will be the year of 

a biological mistake that kills one million 

people.”

When it comes to cinema, the movie Contagion by American 

director Steven Soderbergh has got a lot of attention. The 2011 

film tells the story of a new, mysterious, and deadly flu virus that 

invades the world within weeks and kills millions. In the movie, a 

medical expert determines that the virus is a mixture of genetic 

materials from swine and bat viruses. The bats are a common 

factor between the film’s plot and the COVID-19 epidemic that 

some have attributed to bats being eaten in China.

It is okay for these novels and films to entertain people, as 

long as they do not affect the lives already threatened by the 

pandemic.

The views expressed by 999 columnists are their own and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Ministry of Interior
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FOOD SECURITY

OUR 
COUNTRY

     IS      IS able
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BY JAMILLE DOMINGO

THERE’S NO HUNGER IN THE UAE AS THE COUNTRY’S LEADERSHIP 
HAS ASSURED PEOPLE, THROUGH WORDS AND ACTIONS, THAT 

EVERYONE WILL ALWAYS GET THE FOOD AND MEDICINE THEY NEED

able
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FOOD SECURITY

I
t’s an evolutionary response to start 

gathering food as soon as one foresees 

a major disruption in one’s daily life. And 

the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) 

has caused the kind of global disruption 

not seen in recent history. Grocery store 

shelves being emptied around the world, 

often leaving the physically and fi nancially 

feeble with little or nothing. However, the 

UAE, a country that’s exceptional in so 

many ways, proved to be outstanding again 

when assuring its citizens, residents, and 

visitors of year-round food security, not 

allowing panic to take hold.

A recent survey commissioned by 

management consultancy fi rm Kearney 

Middle East showed that consumers in 

the UAE are still disciplined in terms of 

food shopping, with no sign of panic 

buying. The respondents said that they still 

considered excellent quality (36 per cent) 

and availability (36 per cent) as important 

factors in shopping, followed by price (28 

per cent). Clearly, residents in the country 

are not blindly amassing supplies.

This calmness amidst the global 

pandemic, could be attributed to the 

assurance and attention that residents 

continue to get from the UAE government, 

not just through words but also through 

actions. The authorities have put in place 

policies to guarantee food and medicine 

supplies, and the leadership has clearly 

stated that the country will experience no 

shortage of these items.

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed 

Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 

and Deputy Supreme Commander of the 

UAE Armed Forces, assured that essentials 

would be continuously provided to all UAE 

nationals and residents. “I’d like to reassure 

every citizen and resident of the UAE that 

our country is infi nitely able to supply 

everyone with all the food and medicine 

they could ever need,” he said.

NO SENSE OF PANIC

Louise Marasigan, a Filipino expat, told 

999 that he is still shopping the way he 

used to — buying items that he’d need 

for the next week or two. And while the 

circumstances are very diff erent with a 

movement permit every time he goes 

out, he does not notice any diff erence in 

people’s behaviour in supermarkets.

“Honestly, the supermarket where I shop 

still exudes the same atmosphere, and I 

don’t see anyone amassing a lot of items. 

The shelves are also always full.”

It was the same observation that another 

resident, Indian expat Kamakshi Dutta, 

noticed. She said, “The reason I don’t see 

the need to panic-buy is that I see a lot of 

other shoppers not doing it either. They still 

shop the same, which is a far cry from what 

I see on the news with other people around 

the world.”

Marasigan and Dutta refl ect the 

composure of many others in the UAE 

amidst the heightened restrictions to 

combat the disease, mainly because of the 

leaders’ assurance.

In other countries, supermarkets are still 

trying to catch up with the demands of 

the frantic customers. Despite reminders 

that there’s enough food to go around if 

everyone buys fairly, people continue to 

I’d like to reassure 
every citizen and 

resident of the UAE that 
our country is infi nitely 
able to supply everyone 
with all the 
food and 
medicine 
they could 
ever need

HH SHEIKH MOHAMED BIN 

ZAYED AL NAHYAN
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 

Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces

CRITERIA FOR PURCHASING ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS IN UAE
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panic-buy essentials. This has forced a 

lot of supermarkets to restrict purchases 

to a fi xed number of items per customer. 

Many supermarkets even have designated 

shopping hours for the elderly to ensure 

that they no longer fall victim to the 

hoarding of other shoppers.

In the UAE, instead of mindlessly raiding 

shelves stocked with food, residents 

fi nd the time and resource to spend on 

entertainment and non-essential items 

— mainly to ease boredom during the 

#StayHome initiative.

The survey of Kearney Middle East’s 

showed that education and books were in 

demand (23 per cent), followed by music 

and movies (21 per cent), and electronics 

(17 per cent). Some have also looked 

at decorating their houses, with home 

improvement items comprising 15 per cent 

of the answers. Fashion and beauty items, 

as well as toys and games came next (12 

per cent each).

ALWAYS A SURVIVOR

Asked why he has remained in the 

UAE during the COVID-19 crisis, Afghan 

businessman Abdul Salim Katawazi said 

that for the past 22 years, he had seen 

how the world had gone through various 

economic cycles. The one thing he noted in 

all those global changes was that the UAE 

would always emerged stronger.

“I feel confi dent because I know the 

government is well-prepared in this global 

crisis,” he said. “We’re in a country where 

the leaders are wise and smart. I believe 

that the UAE would continue to keep its 

promise that there’ll be ample supplies for 

everyone in the long term.”

The government has maintained the 

smooth supply chain through strong 

collaborations with merchants, importers, 

and retailers. Supermarkets in the UAE 

have been cooperative and committed 

in terms of ensuring sustained product 

availability. Some of the major grocery 

chains told 999 that their stocks from India, 

one of the biggest food supplier countries 

for the UAE, are still coming in consistently. 

Cargo fl ights loaded with fruits, vegetables, 

and other perishables are coming in 

regularly, and arrangements are being 

maintained to ensure steady supplies, said 

the supermarkets.

A LEADER IN FOOD SECURITY

Even before the pandemic, the UAE 

had shown its prowess in food security. 

According to the latest Global Food 

Security Index 2019 report, the country 

ranked 21st in the world, achieving a 

10-place leap from 2018, and besting other 

nations in the West and in the Middle East. 

The Global Food Security Index 2019 

measured the food security of 113 countries 

Our leadership 
has issued clear 

directives, which are 
enabling all citizens and 
residents to have access 
to suffi  cient food supply, 
including 
emergencies 
and crises

HE MARIAM HAREB ALMHEIRI
Minister of State for Food Security

across the globe through three main 

criteria: food availability, aff ordability, and 

quality and safety. According to Minister 

of State for Food Security, HE Mariam 

Hareb Almheiri, enhancing the UAE’s 

competitiveness in this fi eld has always 

been the goal of the National Food Security 

Strategy 2051.

“Our leadership has issued clear and 

ambitious directives including the National 

Food Security Strategy goals, which are 

enabling all citizens and residents to have 

access to suffi  cient, safe and nutritious food 

for an active and healthy life at aff ordable 

prices at all times, including emergencies 

and crises,” said Almheiri. 

EXPENDITURE ON NON-ESSENTIAL ITEMS OF UAE RESIDENTS
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In Dubai, the government guarantees 

adequate supply of food and non-food 

commodities across outlets. Union 

Cooperative, which has one of the 

largest food and non-food warehouses 

and storage spaces in the Middle East, 

exceeding 424,442 sq. ft, and equipped 

with modern technology, has a stock worth 

more than Dhs500 million to face the 

present situation.

THE UNSUNG HEROES

Credit for the UAE’s food security goes 

not only to the government, but also to the 

unsung heroes: the grocery store workers. 

While most people are working or 

studying from home, in order to 

avoid the viral infection, the 

grocery store employees 

are busy at their 

workplace every day, 

making sure everyone 

gets their food items. 

They’re carrying 

on and playing a 

big part in the 

supply chain.

Offi  cials 

also expressed their gratitude to these 

“unsung heroes,” noting that these 

frontliners are amongst the biggest reasons 

that residents are well-fed during these 

trying times. “We have many unsung 

heroes working day and night to ensure 

residents continue to get their daily 

needs of food and other requirements, 

and adequate stocks of these goods 

are available to balance demand and 

supply. The eff orts of these people need 

to be recognised, and we thank them for 

their dedication to the community,” said 

Mohammed Ali Rashed Lootah, CEO of 

the Commercial Compliance & Consumer 

Protection (CCCP) sector in Dubai.

RISE OF ONLINE 

GROCERY 

SHOPPING

The COVID-19 

crisis has pushed 

many countries 

to implement 

social distancing 

measures as well 

as regulations to 

keep residents at 

home. This has given 

an impetus to online 

grocery shopping.

Residents who are 

either restricted or feel 

wary about physical 

grocery shopping are 

now engaging more in 

e-commerce as various 

Credit for the UAE’s food security goes 

not only to the government, but also to the 

unsung heroes: the grocery store workers. 

While most people are working or 

studying from home, in order to 

avoid the viral infection, the 

grocery store employees 

are busy at their 

workplace every day, 

making sure everyone 

gets their food items. 

They’re carrying 

on and playing a 

big part in the 

supply chain.

Offi  cials 

the Commercial Compliance & Consumer 

Protection (CCCP) sector in Dubai.

RISE OF ONLINE 

GROCERY 

SHOPPING

The COVID-19 

crisis has pushed 

many countries 

to implement 

social distancing 

measures as well 

as regulations to 

keep residents at 

home. This has given 

an impetus to online 

grocery shopping.

Residents who are 

either restricted or feel 

wary about physical 

grocery shopping are 

now engaging more in 

e-commerce as various 

tools have been introduced to address this 

current need. 

And it’s working. According to the same 

survey, around 79 per cent of consumers 

in the UAE have changed their shopping 

habits, spending more online than they 

would have previously. Around 48 per cent 

of those, the survey revealed, said they 

would maintain this habit even after the 

pandemic passed.

“Though UAE consumers mainly opt 

for traditional supermarket shopping for 

the essentials, the survey highlights a 

growing demand for online shopping. This 

will undoubtedly shape the future of the 

industry by both accelerating the growth 

of online retail or e-commerce and driving 

a resurgence in local neighbourhood 

supermarkets and stores,” said Debashish 

Mukherjee, Partner & Head, Consumer 

Industries and Retail Practice at Kearney 

Middle East.

According to the Telecommunications 

Regulatory Authority (TRA), there are 

recommended online stores from where 

people could buy groceries in the UAE. 

The number of these recommended 

online stores on TRA’s list increased from 

22 on March 24 to 51 on March 31. The 

Authority said that there was a visibly 

“increasing appeal of online services” in the 

country, particularly since social distancing 

measures were implemented.

The online stores include supermarket 

apps Union Coop, Carrefour, West Zone, 

Lulu, and e-commerce apps Talabat, Bawiq, 

Amazon, Noon, and Soopamarket.

BIG PENALTY FOR HOARDING

Alongside ensuring the constant availability of essentials, the UAE 

has implemented well-thought-out measures to make sure it stays that 

way in the future. President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed bin 

Sultan Al Nahyan has recently approved Federal Law No. 3 of 2020 to 

regulate food resources in the country. Under this regulation, authorities 

are allowed to monitor the inventory, location, and storage of retailers to 

check that there’s no hoarding. The penalty is stiff : violators can get jail 

terms and a hefty fi ne between Dhs100,000 and Dhs2 million.

In line with this, His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed stressed 

that medications and food supplies were a “red line in the UAE”, adding 

that the country is well prepared to handle the fallout of the pandemic 

because of its early initiatives. His Highness also mentioned the 

availability of qualifi ed and capable medical professionals handling the 

COVID-19 situation in the UAE.

FOOD SECURITY

We have many 
unsung heroes 

working day and night 
to ensure that residents 
continue to get their daily 
needs of food 
and other 
requirements

MOHAMMED ALI

RASHED LOOTAH
CEO of Commercial Compliance &

Consumer Protection
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COLUMN

The views expressed by 999 columnists are their own and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Ministry of Interior

N
o one in the world now lives without the anxiety brought 

by the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19), which 

now has become the biggest unseen enemy. The 

rapidly spreading infections, deaths, and the consequent 

lockdowns have put governments in a very difficult situation, as 

they’re dividing their time and efforts between managing the 

country’s economy and protecting people from the pandemic.

In order to reassure people, governments have unveiled their 

medical capabilities to fight the pandemic 

and emphasise their keenness to ensure 

the wellbeing of the people and secure 

their need for food and medicine. 

Some countries have adopted the “herd” 

immunity policy, not caring for their people 

and exposing them to the risk of being 

infected by the disease. These countries 

have asked people to stay at home without 

going to hospitals, as if they indirectly 

acknowledge their medical incapability to 

contain the crisis.

Other countries, meanwhile, have taken 

measures to reduce the spread of the virus, and provided 

medical, economic, and political support to their people despite 

their limited capabilities which motivated many to support them. 

The efforts of the Gulf countries are very admirable in the fight 

against this global crisis. Governments have announced strong 

support plans based on financial aid and political and social 

foundations that made them care more about people than their 

economic gains and political influence – and these plans did not 

differentiate between citizens and residents in this crisis. 

As for the UAE, the government’s statement was very 

reassuring, as the country transparently announced its first case. 

The statement was primarily about solidarity, as the UAE’s efforts 

were not limited to its own people and residents, but cross the 

GULF SHOWS THE WAY
IN TACKLING A PANDEMIC

Maysa Rashed Ghadeer is a 
prominent UAE writer interested in 

local affairs and a former member of 
the Federal National Council (FNC)

borders to promise support for other countries. 

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice 

President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, 

sent a message to the world in which he said: “The world 

remained for years arguing, does politics lead the economy, or 

the economy leads politics? Which is the carriage and which is 

the horse? We discovered at the time of coronavirus that the 

horse and its carriage are carried by health, and that politics and 

economy are weakened by a virus that 

makes the whole world lost and 

frightened. The responsibility of 

protecting people must precede any 

economic benefits and any political 

struggles to control with political 

influence or financial powers.”

Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 

Prince of Abu Dhabi, said in a speech 

addressed to all UAE citizens and 

residents: “Do not worry.” This was not 

just a reassuring verbal message, but 

stemmed from the rational, advanced, proactive, and pre-emptive 

measures that the UAE took from the initial stages of the 

epidemic in China. 

Our nation prepared effective strategies, the most important of 

which is remote learning and working from home, and the 

cooperation of the health authorities. 

The government statements made conscious minds pay 

attention to what should have been anticipated and what should 

be continued after the crisis ends. 

Every crisis will eventually end; the lesson lies in how it ends. If 

the government statements today address the pandemic, then we 

expect speeches on future actions to contain any other viruses 

that may be more deadly if we do not prepare as needed.

The UAE and other countries of this region shine brightest in the world 
when it comes to delivering holistic support to citizens and expats alike

The UAE’s efforts 
were not limited 
to its own people 
and residents, but 
cross the borders to 
promise support for 
other countries
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10 MILLION MEALS

BY STAFF REPORT

HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM HAS UNVEILED THE 
NATION’S BIGGEST FOOD DISTRIBUTION DRIVE THAT MARKS THE ADVENT 

OF RAMADAN WITH UAE’S DEEPLY-ROOTED SPIRIT OF GIVING. HERE’S 
HOW YOU CAN SHARE YOUR BLESSINGS

BY STAFF REPORT

HOW YOU CAN SHARE YOUR BLESSINGS

A crisis shows the 
authenticity of our 

country and the spirit of our 
society. No one will get sick, 
and no one will be in need, 
and no one will starve in UAE 
without everyone caring and 
helping out

HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED

BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM
Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE 
and Ruler of Dubai
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T
he coronavirus disease 2019 

(COVID-19) has been a great 

equaliser, aff ecting people from 

all walks of life and hurting the global 

economy. Aside from largely depriving 

people of their innate need for interaction, 

except for whatever can be done digitally, 

this global crisis has placed the low-

income earners in a diffi  cult situation. 

Hunger can become another enemy. 

To mitigate this, the UAE government 

has stepped in to help on a humongous 

scale. On April 19, His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice 

President and Prime Minister of the UAE 

and Ruler of Dubai, announced the ‘10 

Million Meals’ programme. The nationwide 

programme to aid low-income families and 

individuals, the social segment that’s hard 

hit by the pandemic, was placed under the 

supervision of Her Highness Sheikha Hind 

bint Maktoum bin Juma Al Maktoum, Wife 

of HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid and 

Chairperson of the Board of Trustees of the 

UAE Food Bank.

In a series of tweets that moved everyone, 

HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid said: 

“Today we directed the launch of a 

campaign to provide ‘10 Million Meals’ or 

equivalent food parcels during the holy 

month for individuals and needy families.

“The campaign will be under the 

supervision of HH Sheikha Hind bint 

Maktoum. She is the closest and noblest 

to care for this humanitarian campaign in 

these exceptional times.

“Feeding food, especially when we are at 

the gates of the holy month, is a human and 

social priority imposed by the biggest crisis 

the world is going through.

“A crisis shows the authenticity of our 

country and the spirit of our society. No 

one will get sick, and no one will be in 

need, and no one will starve in UAE 

without everyone caring and 

helping out.”

UNITED EFFORT

While there were 

already several food 

donation drives initiated 

in the UAE since the 

COVID-19 outbreak, 

the ‘10 Million Meals’ 

programme has gathered all organisations, 

communities, and individuals for the 

common good—in collaboration with the 

Social Solidarity Fund Against COVID-19.

EFFORTS TO FEED EVERYONE  

Aside from this massive joint campaign, 

various organisations working singly in the 

UAE have also shown their commitment 

to eliminating hunger during this crisis, by 

distributing food packs to the needy.

In April, the Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan 

Foundation started delivering 42,000 

food parcels to families registered on 

the database of the UAE’s Ministry of 

Community Development. 

In addition, Emirates Red Crescent (ERC) 

has distributed more than 5,000 food 

packages amongst various segments of 

society. 

The Dubai Government sent its teams 

along with volunteers of the ‘Your City 

Needs You’ campaign to hard-hit areas in 

the emirate. By April 21, they had distributed 

500,000 food 

packs.

YOU CAN HELP THE ‘10 MILLION MEALS’ CAMPAIGN

Those whose fi nancial capacity permits it, are encouraged to help the ’10 

Million Meals’ campaign through the following methods:

1. ONLINE DONATION: Purchase your preferred number of meals through the 

website www.10millionmeals.ae

2. SMS DONATION: Etisalat and du subscribers can send their donations to 

the numbers listed on the website

3. BANK TRANSFER: Give your donation online to Dubai Islamic Bank with 

IBAN No. AE430240001580857000001

4. FOOD DONATIONS: Those who want to send packaged or canned food 

supplies can call the campaign’s team at 8004006
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THE UAE IS WELL-PREPARED FOR THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC 
DUE TO ITS HIGH LEVEL OF ADAPTABILITY AND RESILIENCE. HERE’S 

WHY THE BUSINESS SECTOR IS BRIMMING WITH HOPE

BY JAMILLE DOMINGO

ADAPTABILITY 
UAE’s KEY
STRENGTH

ADAPTABILITY ADAPTABILITY 
UAE’UAE’UAE’UAE’UAE’

is
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bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President 

and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 

Dubai, highlighted that the UAE is ready to 

deal with all future circumstances.

“Our message for everyone is that we 

are completely ready to deal with all 

circumstances,” said His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid. “Over the past 10 

years, we have invested in smart learning, 

electronic and smart services to enhance 

our readiness for emergencies and 

disasters. Today, we are reaping the fruits 

of our strenuous eff orts, as shown by the 

continuation of our educational process 

and basic government services. We are 

being proactive in dealing with global 

health conditions.”

The package for the UAE includes a 

renewable six-month suspension of work 

permit fees and reduction of labour and 

other charges to cut the cost of doing 

business, support small businesses, and 

accelerate major infrastructure projects. 

“We have adopted new systems in the 

banking, economic, and public sectors 

and provided a healthy infrastructure to 

deal with the worst possibilities. We have 

a national team that works around the 

clock. We will safeguard the health of 

our society. We will protect our economy. 

We will protect education. We will cross 

such a global crisis with confi dence,” 

underscored His Highness Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid.

The Central Bank of the UAE (CBUAE) 

has rolled out a targeted economic 

We will safeguard 
the health of our 

society. We will protect 
our economy. We will 
protect education. We 

will cross 
such a 
global 
crisis with 
confi dence

HH SHEIKH MOHAMMED

BIN RASHID AL MAKTOUM
Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE 

and Ruler of Dubai

will cross 
such a 
global 
crisis with 
confi dence

N
ot a single person on the planet 

could have imagined what the 

world economy would look like 

after the fi rst quarter of 2020. Countries 

are enforcing lockdowns, either fully 

or partially, to keep their people alive. 

Alongside devising measures to fi ght 

the coronavirus disease pandemic, 

governments are unveiling packages to 

cushion the impact of the pandemic on 

trade and commerce. As of press time, 

the UAE Central Bank has increased its 

economic stimulus to Dhs256 billion. 

In addition, there is also a long list of 

federal stimulus packages that have been 

launched to stabilise and help companies 

and individuals.

According to the real-time data released 

by Johns Hopkins University and Medicine 

in the US, the coronavirus disease of 2019 

(COVID-19) cases have reached its two- 

million mark in more than 200 countries as 

of April 20. Only healthcare, food production, 

sanitation, and a few other essential services 

are continuing universally.

Countries that are best prepared to 

absorb this impact are those who have 

managed to test a signifi cant percentage 

of their population and provide eff ective 

care; have a robust digital infrastructure to 

keep work going as far as possible without 

physical proximity; and are able to take the 

right initiatives to shore up the economy. 

The UAE stands out on all fronts thanks to 

its leadership’s vision and the country’s

adaptability to surmount challenges and 

continue to make progress.

This nation also has one of the best 

COVID-19 test density fi gures in the world, 

aided by innovation such as drive-through 

testing; its Internet penetration is at 99 

per cent; and its stimulus package has 

many benefi ts for vital sectors, including 

small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 

and tourism, that will ensure long-term 

economic growth.

LOWER COSTS FOR BUSINESSES

In a virtual meeting with government 

offi  cials, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
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support scheme. On March 15, the Central 

Bank launched its stimulus package 

worth Dhs100bn, allowing banks to give 

businesses and individuals respite from 

loan repayment for six months. On April 5, 

the CBUAE more than doubled its stimulus 

package, taking it up to Dhs256bn. 

The funds would be utilised for several 

purposes – Dhs50bn relief for capital 

buff er (money that fi nancial institutions 

must hold as a buff er above the minimum 

capital requirements); Dhs50bn available 

to banks at zero cost to improve lending; 

Dhs95bn for liquidity in the market; and 

Dhs61bn as a reduction of the banks’ cash 

reserve ratio (from 14 per cent to 7 per 

cent of all deposits), freeing up the money 

for circulation in the economy. In addition, 

this package requires banks to ask for 

only a maximum of Dhs10,000 from SME 

customers, with 15 to 20 per cent 

reduced fees.

His Excellency Dr Sultan 

bin Ahmed Sultan Al 

Jaber, Minister of State, 

Chairman of the National 

Media Council, said, “Our 

wise leadership is keen 

on the safety of citizens 

and residents, and we 

encourage them to raise 

awareness on public health concepts, 

inspired by the leadership’s vision to face 

challenges and continue on the path 

towards achievements and excellence.”

He added, “Our wise leadership has 

invested in human capital, technology, 

and advanced infrastructure, and has 

been keen to use the latest methods 

in management and leadership. This is 

an example of our readiness to ensure 

business continuity, no matter what the 

circumstances may be.”

Exporters and re-exporters also have an 

important buff er. Massimo Falcioni, CEO of 

Etihad Credit Insurance, told 999 that the 

UAE had wisely established this federal 

export credit company two years ago to 

protect businesses against non-payments 

as well as secure the bank loans for their 

supplies, especially at times like this crisis.

He added, “ECI can off er guarantees to 

banks and exporters, easing their access 

to bank export and supply fi nancing, as 

well as off ering solutions (such as top-up 

policies) for credit insurers to protect their 

customers from the inevitable risk appetite 

reduction from private businesses.”

FOCUS ON KEY SECTORS

According to Saleh Abdullah Lootah, 

CEO of Lootah Real Estate Development, 

one of the leading developers in the 

country, the global situation has led many 

businesses across sectors to temporarily 

shut down, resulting in signifi cant 

revenue loss as well as unemployment. 

However, the UAE government continues 

to launch initiatives 

to support various 

sectors as well 

as the people 

working within 

those sectors.

“The UAE’s 

Our wise leadership 
has invested 

in human capital, 
technology, and advanced 
infrastructure. This is an 
example of our readiness 
to ensure business 
continuity, no matter 

what the 
circumstances 
may be

HE DR SULTAN BIN AHMED 

SULTAN AL JABER
Minister of State, Chairman of the National 

Media Council
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stimulus packages include providing cost 

reduction solutions to businesses. Many 

of its specifi c economic programmes 

focus on the key sectors behind the 

country’s economic growth, such as 

the commercial, retail, external trade, 

tourism, and energy sectors,” Lootah 

told 999. “As a citizen, I feel secured 

and convinced that the government is 

well-equipped to fi ght and overcome 

the situation, protect its 

people, and recover from the eff ect of the 

pandemic extremely quickly.”

Falcioni explained that the relief funds 

pumped in by the government bodies 

through the stimulus packages would 

bring stability in the economy. “These 

initiatives will undoubtedly make a 

positive impact on the economy. We 

are glad to be a part of a country that 

focuses on the welfare of its people. I 

believe in the leadership of the UAE, and 

I know that it always strives to promote 

stability and prosperity through its 

various approaches,” he said.

Meanwhile, Lucy Holmes, 

Regional Marketing 

Manager for a fashion 

brand in Dubai 

Design District, told 

999, “I think 

These initiatives 
will undoubtedly 

make a positive impact 
on the economy. We are 
glad to be a part of a 

country that 
focuses on 
the welfare 
of its 
people

MASSIMO FALCIONI
CEO of Etihad Credit Insurance

it is truly great that such initiatives and 

support are being off ered by the UAE 

government, as these will absolutely help 

the profi t and loss of every business. It 

will help us in terms of fi xed costs, as well 

as business and labour costs,” she said.

ADAPTABILITY IS KEY STRENGTH

Lootah emphasised that the UAE was 

on the frontline of economic endurance 

during this pandemic due to its strong 

resolve and consistent nationwide 

action plan. He commended the UAE’s 

multi-prong approaches to strengthen 

the momentum of trust amongst the 

country, its people and the business that 

operate from it. And due to the UAE’s 

adaptability to global developments, 

Lootah emphasised that the UAE 

will be one of the fi rsts to bounce 

back postcoronavirus pandemic due. 

“Being able to adapt quickly to new 

developments and market realities 

makes the UAE a stalwart 

of stability and 
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The Ghadan-21 
stimulus package 

will help bolster 
economic growth and 
facilitate a rapid recovery 
from the eff ects of the 
global health 
crisis, thus 
strengthening 
the tourism 
sector

It is that power 
of vision of the 

UAE’s wise leaders, as 
well as the country’s 
high adaptability and 
resilience that have 
always enabled 
the UAE to 
overcome any 
challenges 
and make 
progress

HE MOHAMED KHALIFA

AL MUBARAK
Chairman of the Department of Culture and 

Tourism, Abu Dhabi

SALEH ABDULLAH LOOTAH
CEO of Lootah Real Estate Development

resilience through any crisis. It is that 

power of vision of the UAE’s wise 

leaders, as well as the country’s high 

adaptability and resilience that have 

always enabled the UAE to overcome 

any challenges and make progress,” 

Lootah underscored.

Lootah said that the stimulus provisions 

brought many benefi ts. For instance, 

the government has eased the fi nancial 

burden on companies by relaxing 

licence renewal procedures as well as 

giving exemption from permits for new 

sales. Lootah said that there is already 

a growth in the number of enquiries for 

ready properties due to the lower down 

payments and interest rates. “Property 

rates, interests, and deposits have been 

lowered, reigniting some interest from 

investors and fi rst-time buyers,” he said.

A substantial benefi t, he said, would be 

a reduction in the water and electricity 

bills in Dubai for a period of three months. 

“Company funds saved from this directive 

can then be allocated to other expenses, 

helping to sustain the business, and will 

enable [our company] to continue serving 

the residents and employees,” he added. 

ABU DHABI’S 15-POINT PACKAGE

The Abu Dhabi Government has launched 

initiatives under its Ghadan-21 economic 

stimulus package. These initiatives will 

enable the emirate to adapt swiftly to both 

current and future challenges, including the 

country’s ongoing fi ght against COVID-19 

and its impact on the economy and lives of 

the people.

Directed by His Highness Sheikh 

Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown 

Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, 

the Abu Dhabi Executive Council has 

announced these initiatives amidst the 

spread of COVID-19, in its unyielding 

eff orts to support businesses and the 

community.

“The Ghadan-21 stimulus package 

will help bolster economic growth and 

facilitate a rapid recovery from the 

eff ects of the global health crisis, thus 

strengthening the tourism sector, which 

is a major constituent of the diverse 

economy that Abu Dhabi is working 

towards building in preparation for the 

next 50 years,” said His Excellency 

Mohamed Khalifa Al Mubarak, Chairman 

of the Department of Culture and 

Tourism, Abu Dhabi.

DUBAI’S 15-POINT PACKAGE

In March 2020, the Dubai Government 

launched a stimulus package worth 

Dhs1.5 billion to enhance liquidity and 

cushion the impact of COVID-19. It 

includes 15 initiatives that zero in on 

reducing business costs and simplifying 

business procedures, especially in the 

commercial, retail, external trade, tourism, 

and energy sectors.

Announcing the economic package, His 

Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed 

bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince 

of Dubai and Chairman of the Executive 

Council of Dubai, said, “The world is 

going through diffi  cult times, but we have 

the capability to navigate challenges 

successfully. As we have learned from 

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid Al Maktoum, challenges enhance 

a society’s ability to develop and advance 

by generating innovative and creative 

solutions. We are extending this stimulus 

package to ensure we can realise our 

ambitious development objectives by 
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defusing any obstacle that can hinder our 

progress. Through such initiatives, we are 

keen to ensure that Dubai maintains its 

leadership and its profile as the world’s 

best city to live and work.”

For the commercial and business 

sectors, the Dubai Government has put 

a freeze on the 2.5 per cent market 

fees levied on all facilities operating in 

the emirate. It has also refunded 20 per 

cent of the customs fee imposed on 

imported products sold in Dubai, and has 

cancelled the Dhs50,000 bank guarantee 

or cash requirement to undertake 

customs clearance activities as well as 

the bank guarantees required to be 

submitted before the resolution of any 

customsrelated dispute. Additionally, it has 

reduced around 90 per cent of the fees 

related to the submission of customs 

documents.

The stimulus 

package includes 

exemption 

of mooring 

services fees for 

traditional wooden 

commercial vessels 

registered in the 

country, especially 

for arrival and 

departure, and 

direct and indirect 

loading fees at the 

Dubai and Hamriyah Ports.

For local commerce, Dubai has also 

cancelled the 25 per cent down payment 

required for requesting instalmentbased 

payment of government fees for 

obtaining and renewing licences. It has 

also granted the sector permission to 

renew commercial licences without the 

mandatory renewal of lease contracts.

The tourism industry will also benefit, as 

the government has halved municipality 

fees imposed on sales at hotels from 7 per 

cent to 3.5 per cent. It has also exempted 

companies in this 

sector from 

fees 

charged 

for 

postponement and cancellation of 

tourism and sports events scheduled 

for 2020. The stimulus package has 

frozen fees for the classification/rating 

of hotels, and waived fees for the sale 

of tickets, issuance of permits, and other 

government fees related to entertainment 

and business events.

The emirate has also announced that 

it would postpone the rent of companies 

operating in free zones for six months. 

For all residents in general, Dubai has 

reduced water and electricity bills by 10 

per cent, as well as reduced deposits paid 

for water and electricity connections by 10 

per cent.

SHARJAH’S 47-POINT PACKAGE

The Sharjah Government also released 

a 47-point stimulus package to provide 

assistance to businesses and individuals 

over a period of three months, amidst 

the threat of COVID-19. This includes 

exemption as well as discounts related to 

various fees.

In addition, to safeguard social 

protection and support residents during 

this crisis, the Sharjah Executive Council 

has also released 100 prisoners who 

were jailed for failing to settle their 

rent for their residential or commercial 

units in the emirate, provided these 

inmates settle their dues within three 

months. It has also given a 50 per cent 

discount on traffic fines and 

cancellation of black 

points for violations 

committed before 
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customs, tourism and real estate and other 

sectors of economy was launched, with 

a set of urgent measures. His Highness 

Sheikh Ammar bin Humaid Al Nuaimi, 

Crown Prince of Ajman and Chairman 

of the Executive Council, directed the 

implementation of five economic stimulus 

initiatives to support the emirate’s foreign 

trade and customs sectors. It includes a 

provision of easy payment of customs 

duties within 90 days, 10-day extension of 

free period for storing containers (from 10 

to 20 days), as well as reducing container 

insurance fees by 50 per cent until the 

end of June 2020.

For the real estate sector, there are 11 

measures being rolled out which include 

cancellation of administrative fines for 

every violation of real-estate registration 

renewals, while the tourism sector shall 

benefit from three new measures such as 

exemption of registration fees for hotel 

and tourism establishments until end of 

December 2020, cancellation of penalties, 

and payment postponement of fines 

due at the end of the year. All fines and 

penalties for all businesses, meanwhile, 

will be waived until end of December.

RAS AL KHAIMAH’S

ECONOMIC BOOSTER

Entrepreneurs and business owners in 

Ras Al Khaimah laud the economic stimulus 

packages rolled out by the emirate which 

aim to support the sustainability and 

financial stability of the wide spectrum of 

businesses. The emirate has formed an 

economic task force to assess specific 

requirements of various businesses and 

entrepreneurs affected by the impact of 

COVID-19 pandemic to provide them with 

economic relief and support. This economic 

aid includes providing respite in rental 

payments up to 3 months, reduction in 

cooling consumption charges, suspension 

of fees, as well as waiver of payment delay 

penalties and payment due date extensions.

Sharjah’s 47-point package

EXEMPTIONS

REBATES

Three-month exemption from fees for commercial 
establishments renewing their licences between 
January 1, 2020, and December 31, 2020.

Three-month rental exemption for tenants in the 
buildings of the Sharjah Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry and Expo Centre Sharjah, with effect from April 
1, 2020.

Three-month rental exemption for participants in 
the Sharjah Centre for Export Development’s 
permanent national industries exhibition, with effect 
from April 1, 2020.

Rental exemption for employees of small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) in 101 Trade Centre until 
the end of 2020.

Exemption from storage fees for all bulk goods for 
a period of 90 days.

Exemption from inspection fees for all commercial 
companies.

Exemption from �nes for delayed renewal of 
licences for companies operating in the free zones.

Exemption for all new licences from fees payable 
according to their commercial activities.

Exemption for hotel establishments from the fees 
of the Sharjah Commerce and Tourism Development 
Authority, which amounts to 5 per cent for a period of 
three months, with effect from April 1, 2020.

30 per cent discount for members of the Sharjah 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry to participate in 
Expo Sharjah exhibitions for the year 2020 to 2021.

50 per cent discount for shops, commercial 
centres and central markets participating in the 
marketing campaigns organised by the Sharjah 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry for the year 
2020.

20 per cent reduction in fees for port operations, 
including handling, shipping, unloading and related 
fees, and marine fees.

A 50 per cent reduction in the tariff for truck parking 
within the designated areas at Sharjah Ports.

Potential postponing of repayment instalments 
for projects funded through banks for a period of 
three months, in co-ordination with the banks and 
according to the merits of each project separately.

50 per cent reduction in the rental value of 
warehouses and maintenance hangars.

Ajman’s Economic
Stimulus Package

COMMERCIAL & BUSINESS SECTOR

Suspension of all �nes and penalties until end of 
December

REAL ESTATE SECTOR

11 new measures including the cancellation of 
administrative �nes for every violation in real-estate 
registration renewals 

TOURISM SECTOR

Registration fees exemption for hotel and tourism 
establishments until end of December 2020

Cancellation of penalties

Postponement of payment of �nes due in December 
2020 

CUSTOMS & FOREIGN TRADE

Provision of easy payment of customs duties within 
90 days

10-day extension of free period for storing containers 
(from 10 to 20 days)

Reducing container insurance fees by 50 per cent 
until the end of June 2020

Ras Al Khaimah’s Economic
Stimulus Package

COMMERCIAL & BUSINESS SECTOR

Rental reprieve of up to 3 months 

Reduction in cooling consumption charges

Suspension of fees

Waiver of penalties for payment delay and payment 
due date extensions

March 31, for a period of three months 

effective from April 1.

AJMAN’S ECONOMIC

INCENTIVE PACKAGE

In Ajman, an economic incentive 

package to support foreign trade, 
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BREAK BREAK 
THE THE 

CHAIN, CHAIN, 
GET GET 

TESTEDTESTED

BY RODNEY ARTIDA

HOW DOES ONE TACKLE A GLOBAL PANDEMIC FOR WHICH THE 
WORLD STILL FINDS A CURE? BY CASTING THE TESTING NET 

WIDER AND WIDER AND SPEEDING UP INNOVATION, AS THE UAE 
HAS DONE. 999 LOOKS AT THE COUNTRY’S LEADING MEASURES 

AGAINST COVID-19

PUBLIC HEALTH
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C
ontainment, not cure, is what the 

world has been able to achieve 

with the coronavirus disease of 

2019 (COVID-19) in the fi rst four months of 

2020. The UAE has maintained its global 

leadership in this regard. 

As of press time, the country has 

reached the one million-mark in COVID-19 

tests. It has come up with world-leading 

innovations such as drive-through testing, 

screening on wheels for labourers, home 

testing for the people of determination, 

and a large coronavirus detection 

laboratory built in just 14 days.

Staying committed to its promise of 

guaranteeing the health and safety of 

people, the UAE government through 

the Ministry of Health and Prevention 

(MoHAP) has focused on tests, isolation, 

and treatment, while also controlling 

cross-border movement, thereby working 

to systematically weed out the virus 

from the country. Simultaneously, the 

leadership has motivated people to 

cooperate and keep their faith in that the 

entire country will win the battle against 

this global situation.

ENHANCED TESTING SCHEMES

As various laboratories and 

pharmaceutical companies race against 

time to develop a vaccine, the World 

Health Organisation (WHO) has urged 

governments to ramp up their testing 

capacity, isolation, and contact tracing, 

which together form the backbone of the 

response.

WHO has underscored that mass testing 

would give governments a clearer picture 

of the degree of the contagion in their 

respective countries and would allow them 

to respond accordingly. 

This is what the UAE government 

has followed, opening up more testing 

facilities outside traditional medical 

centres to boost its capability to screen 

people suspected of carrying the virus. 

The country’s multi-pronged approach 

allows for the early diagnosis of people 

infected with the virus and provide a 

quicker, more eff ective response.

The government is committed to do 

everything it could to help a large 

number of people come 

forward for tests. 

Drive-through 

test facilities 

were opened, screening on wheels was 

introduced, and COVID-19 dedicated 

facilities were set up.

SWAB AND GO

Under the directives of His Highness 

Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 

Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 

Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed 

Forces, the Abu Dhabi Health Services 

Company (SEHA), in collaboration with the 

Department of Health (DoH) Abu Dhabi, 

established the country’s fi rst mobile drive-

through COVID-19 testing centre in Zayed 

Sports City.

All testing procedures at the Abu Dhabi 

drive-through centre are conducted while 

the person being tested remains seated 

in the vehicle, providing a safer screening 

arrangement, as the potential carrier is 

isolated in the vehicle and there’s less 

exposure for the health workers doing 

the testing. 

The drive-through testing centre 

gives priority to individuals exhibiting 

symptoms of the infection; those 

who are suspected of contracting the 

infection; and those deemed most at 

risk of getting the disease, including 

pregnant women, the elderly, people 

of determination, and those who have 

underlying illnesses. The tests are done 

free of charge for priority groups and 

those showing COVID-19 symptoms, 

and costs Dhs370 for everyone else. 

People must book an appointment first 

through the Estijaba hotline 800 1717 or 

via SEHA app.

HH Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 

Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, during the opening of the country’s fi rst mobile drive-through 

COVID-19 testing centre in Zayed Sports City

W
AM
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The drive-through testing is available 

for Thiqa and non-Thiqa card holders. 

“Our leadership will take care of 

everyone who lives in the UAE, ensuring 

their health, safety and lives. The 

Department of Health Abu Dhabi will 

continue to work closely with SEHA to 

prevent the spread of COVID-19 and 

provide the people with access to all 

the required medical facilities,” said 

HE Sheikh Abdullah bin Mohammed Al 

Hamed, Chairman of the Department of 

Health Abu Dhabi.

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 

Zayed also instructed DoH Abu Dhabi 

and SEHA to build additional facilities 

to provide further access to fast-paced 

testing. Following this, SEHA and partner 

agencies opened several testing centres 

across the country in a span of 10 days. 

Seven centres were opened in Abu 

Dhabi City, Al Wathba and Al Bahia, 

along with Asharj and Al Hili areas in Al 

Ain and two centres in Ghayathi, and 

near the Madinat Zayed Council in Al 

Dhafra. 

Seven screening centres were also 

launched in the areas of Port Rashid and 

Al Khawaneej in Dubai. Additionally, one 

drive-through facility each was set up in 

the emirates of Sharjah, Ajman, Ras Al 

Khaimah, Fujairah, and Umm Al Quwain. 

In Dubai, the local health authority has 

set up a drive-through centre at Al Nasr 

Club, near Oud Metha. Also, Al Futtaim 

Health opened its fi rst drive-through 

testing centre at Dubai Festival City, 

and planned to open more at Al Qusais, 

Silicon Oasis, Discovery Gardens, Al 

Warqa, and International City.

His Excellency Abdul Rahman bin 

Mohammad bin Nasser Al Owais, 

Minister of Health and Prevention, 

explained, “These tests have been 

Drive-through COVID-19 testing facility 

W
AM

The Department 
of Health Abu 

Dhabi will continue to 
work closely with SEHA 
to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19 and 
provide the 
people with 
access to all 
the required 
medical 
facilities

HE SHEIKH ABDULLAH BIN 

MOHAMMED AL HAMED
Chairman of the Department of Health 

Abu Dhabi

EXCEPTIONAL PROACTIVE STRATEGY 

HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum visits 

world-class fi eld hospital in the Dubai World Trade Centre

To ensure that the UAE’s fi ght against the COVID-19 pandemic is 

being implemented in Dubai according to a proactive strategy that 

takes into consideration all possible scenarios, His Highness Sheikh 

Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of 

Dubai and Chairman of Dubai Executive Council, personally visited 

the fi eld hospital set up in the Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC).

His Highness was briefed by the Head of Dubai’s COVID-19 

Command and Control Centre Dr. Amer Al Sharif about the fi rst 

phase of the fi eld hospital set up in one of DWTC’s halls with 

a capacity of 300 beds. The fi eld hospital, which treats mild to 

moderate cases, can be expanded to reach a maximum capacity 

of 3,000 beds. Critical cases are quickly transferred to mainline 

hospitals to receive intensive treatment.

His Highness praised the preventive measures outlined by 

the Ministry of Health and Prevention, which have been praised 

globally, as well as the exceptional eff orts of local health authorities.
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conducted in advanced screening 

centres, and the fi gure underscores the 

government’s commitment to fi ghting 

COVID-19 and protecting the health, 

safety, and wellbeing of the community. 

The number of tests conducted also 

refl ects the robustness of the UAE’s 

health systems and the competency 

of our health professionals. The scale, 

scope, and number of tests will be 

doubled in the next stage.”

MASSIVE LAB

As part of its relentless eff orts to 

combat COVID-19, the UAE has opened 

on March 31, a massive coronavirus 

detection laboratory, built in just 14 days, 

that can process tens of thousands 

of coronavirus tests daily. Located in 

Masdar City, Abu Dhabi, the facility is the 

fi rst of its kind in the world to operate on 

such a massive scale outside of China. It 

was approved by WHO, the US Food and 

Drug Administration, China’s National 

Medical Products Administration, and 

Europe’s CE-IVD.

The diagnostic laboratory is enabling 

a rapid response to the coronavirus 

outbreak by fast-tracking the identifi cation 

of cases, accelerating the release of 

recovered patients, and the screening of 

close contacts and high-risk groups.

The facility, which was launched by 

UAE-based tech company Group 42 

(G42) and global genomics leader BGI, 

aims to signifi cantly free up hospital 

beds across the country and curtail the 

transmission of the virus eff ectively. 

“This high throughput lab provides 

the scale and fi repower to enable all 

the people in Abu Dhabi and the UAE 

to access the most reliable PCR tests, 

which are also provided by G42 in 

partnership with BGI. We thank the UAE 

leadership for its support in protecting 

the health and wellbeing of the country’s 

The number of tests 
conducted also 

refl ects the robustness of 
the UAE’s health systems 
and the competency of 

our health 
professionals 

HE ABDUL RAHMAN BIN 

MOHAMMAD BIN NASSER

AL OWAIS
Minister of Health and Prevention
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FAQS: DRIVE-THROUGH TEST IN ABU DHABI

The drive-through test centres provide the coronavirus test to people without any 

need for them to get out of the vehicle. 

HOW TO GET TESTED?

For a coronavirus testing, book an appointment either by calling the Estijaba hotline 

8001717 or via the mobile app of SEHA. People will be required to participate in a 

pre-assessment evaluation that will take an average of two minutes. They will be 

asked to provide details and documents for evaluation, such as the individual’s name, 

Emirates ID number, e-mail address, and contact number. Furthermore, they will 

need to disclose details regarding their health condition. After the initial evaluation, a 

confi rmation will be sent to them through SMS.

WHO CAN GET TESTED? 

According to SEHA, people suspected to have contracted the virus or belonging to 

the vulnerable groups (the elderly, pregnant women, people of determination, or people 

with underlying illnesses) will be prioritised and all costs of the service will be covered. 

For those who are not in the abovementioned groups but want to take a test as a 

precautionary measure, the fee is Dhs370, payable through the SEHA app.

WHAT ARE THE TEST PROCEDURES?

The tests take fi ve minutes to complete. As a test subject (potential patient) arrives 

in Zayed Sports City, he or she receives a welcome message from SEHA, broadcast via 

the in-car radio. The patient must keep their ID cards ready and windows closed.

At the registration point, SEHA employees provide the patient with a medical 

steriliser for their hands. The patient then has to insert his Emirates ID into the 

e-reader for registration, before proceeding to the next point. After registration, the 

patient has to lower the car window for a nose swab test. On completion of this test, 

the patient can leave and return homes, maintaining self-isolation, until the test result 

comes in.

HOW IS THE TEST RESULT DELIVERED?

A patient receives their results within six hours of being tested through SMS and on 

the SEHA smartphone app.
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residents against this pandemic,” said 

Peng Xiao, president of G42.

The UAE is projected to conduct the 

most number of COVID-19 tests in the 

world per million of its population thanks 

to the new processing capacity, which will 

initially prioritise testing within the country 

but will eventually receive samples from 

neighbouring regions, too.

SCREENING ON WHEELS

The innovative screening approach of 

the UAE doesn’t stop at drive-through 

testing facilities. The government has 

conducted tests at labour camps across 

the country through mobile teams 

visiting these camps.

Under the directives of the Ministry 

of Health and Prevention (MoHAP), the 

health authorities conducted screening 

programmes for more than 200,000 

blue collar workers in the northern 

emirates. Routine checks and screenings 

were carried out at workplace 

accommodations and companies in 

Sharjah, Ajman, Ras Al Khaimah, and 

Umm Al Quwain.

The initiative was launched by 

NMC Healthcare in coordination with 

MoHAP and the Ministry of Human 

Resources and Emiratisation (MoHRE), 

and concerned agencies. Multiple 

medical teams composed of doctors and 

paramedics were deployed by the NMC 

to implement early detection.

In Dubai, two health care providers 

joined hands to curb the spread of 

virus. Al Futtaim Health and Right 

Health teamed up for the screening of 

workers. This joint initiative benefi ted 

some 25,000 workers in the fi rst phase. 

“We are glad to join hands with Right 

FAQS: DRIVE-THRU SCREENING IN DUBAI

The Dubai Health Authority has set up its own drive-through coronavirus screening 

facility at Al Nasr Club, near Oud Metha. Similar to SEHA facilities, the Al Nasr centre is 

open from 8am to 6:30pm to conduct a fi ve-minute test free of charge for senior citizens; 

pregnant women; people of determination; people with chronic diseases; and people with 

COVID-19 symptoms. This centre can conduct 250 swab tests a day. 

Al Futtaim Health opened its fi rst drive-through centre at Dubai Festival City, capable 

of 200 tests per day. More test centres will open at Al Qusais, Silicon Oasis, Discovery 

Gardens, Al Warqa, and International City. The screenings will be free for the 20,000 

employees of Al Futtaim Health along with their families. For the public, the cost is 

Dhs370 per individual if they have infection symptoms, and Dhs425 per individual if 

they have no symptoms. 

WHO CAN GET TESTED?

The DHA test centre is for those who manifest symptoms of the disease or who 

have had close contact with a confi rmed or suspected case of COVID-19. The centre 

also caters to the elderly, pregnant women, and those who are suff ering from chronic 

diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, rheumatism, kidney disease, 

and neurological disease.

HOW TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT?

Contact the DHA call centre at 800DHA (800342) to book a schedule for drive-through 

testing. You will receive a confi rmation of your appointment via text message. You must 

present the confi rmation text message to the authorities along with your Emirates ID to 

get your test done.

HOW TO LEAVE THE HOUSE TO GET TESTED?

If you are stopped by police on the way, you can show them your confi rmation text 

message. If your car was photographed by a traffi  c radar, you can send the text later as 

proof that you had a valid reason to leave home.

DHA reminds the public to follow precautionary guidelines, which includes wearing face 

masks and gloves when leaving the house and to also make sure that you do not have 

more than three passengers in one car.

HOW IS THE TEST RESULT DELIVERED?

You can view your results by downloading the DHA app and clicking on ‘Patient Services’, 

then ‘Lab Results’. The results usually take a maximum of 48 hours to be released.

WHAT TO DO IF THE TEST RESULT IS COVID-19 POSITIVE?

Don’t panic. Isolate yourself at home and avoid interacting with others. The DHA team 

will contact you for the necessary procedures. If you are not contacted within 24 hours 

after receiving your positive result, you may call the DHA hotline 800DHA (800342).

Health to roll out this initiative aimed 

at covering the blue-collar workforce 

in the UAE,” said Dr Haider Al Yousuf, 

Managing Director of Al Futtaim Health.

Jayan Krishna Pillai, CEO of Right 

Health, said, “This screening and testing 

is very important, as nearly 70 per cent 

of the UAE expatriate population resides 

in these labour clusters.”

Aside from health checks, the medical 

teams also raise awareness amongst 

the workers on how to keep themselves 

clean, stay safe, and practise social 

distancing.
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HOME TESTING FOR PEOPLE OF 

DETERMINATION

In line with the UAE’s commitment to 

the wellbeing of all segments of the 

community, the National Home Testing 

Programme for People of Determination 

was launched on April 12. The initiative, 

which is the fi rst of its kind in the world, 

is part of the UAE leadership’s keenness 

to safeguard the rights of the people of 

determination and guarantee a safe life 

for them in the country.

His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin 

Zayed Al Nahyan announced the launch 

of the initiative, which complements and 

supports other mass testing programmes 

in the country. “As the UAE continues to 

work to prevent the spread of COVID-19, 

I applaud today’s launch of the National 

Home Testing Programme for the People 

of Determination. It is essential that the 

UAE continues to ensure all segments of 

the community have adequate access to 

testing facilities,” His Highness said.

His Highness ordered the concerned 

agencies to set a timetable, count 

cases in coordination with the related 

ministries, and commence the swab 

tests. This programme had a fi nishing 

deadline of 30 days from the launch. The 

concerned authorities were instructed to 

form specialised teams and implement 

the programme according to World 

Health Organisation standards.

DRIVE-THRU TESTING FACILITIES ACROSS THE UAE

ABU DHABI

• Zayed Sports City, open daily, 8am-8pm

• Al Wathba, located near the Al Wathba Camel Heritage 

centre, open Sunday-Thursday, 8am-8pm 

• Al Bahia, Bahya Parking Ground, off  Al Mu’ayid Street, open 

Sunday-Thursday, 8am-8pm

• Al Ain-Asharej, at Maqam 2, open Sunday-Thursday, 8am-

8pm

• Al Ain-Al Hili, adjacent to Al Hili Park, open Sunday-

Thursday, 8am-8pm

• Ghayathi, located near the Al Ghayathi market, along Al 

Ghayathi main road, open Sunday-Thursday, 8am-12 noon 

and 4pm-8pm

• Al Dhafra, near Al Dhafra Mall, Madinat Zayed, open 

Sunday-Thursday, 8am-12 noon and 4pm-8pm

DUBAI

Under SEHA

• Port Rashid, open Sunday-Thursday, 10am-6pm

• Al Khawaneej, open Sunday-Thursday, 10am-6pm

Under Dubai Health Authority

• Al Nasr Club, open daily, 8am-6:30pm

Under Al Futtaim Health

• Dubai Festival City

• Al Qusais

• Discovery Gardens

• Silicon Oasis 

• Al Warqa 

• International City

FUJAIRAH 

Rumailah Square, open Sunday-

Thursday, 10am-6pm

SHARJAH

Near the Sharjah Golf and 

Shooting club, open Sunday-

Thursday, 10am-6pm

RAS AL KHAIMAH

Dafan Al Khor Centre near the Eid prayer 

ground in Khuzam area, open Sunday-

Thursday, 10am-6pm

UMM AL QUWAIN   

Al-Bait-Motwahid Hall, open Sunday-

Thursday, 10am-6pm

AJMAN

Al Jurf 2, Timings: Open from Sunday 

to Thursday, 10am to 6pm
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The UAE government has taken all necessary precautions to help contain 

the spread of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). With a 24/7 curfew, 

people living with diabetes need to put in additional efforts to stay healthy, 

such as keeping good control of their blood sugar level and diet and manage 

the complex medication regimen. 

Diabetes is a chronic metabolic condition that causes high blood sugar 

levels. In general, infectious diseases such as COVID-19 can pose greater risk 

to individuals with diabetes; the immune system is compromised in people 

with diabetes, making it harder for their body to fight the virus. 

As a Type1 diabetic myself for almost four decades now, and an active 

advocate in the diabetes community, I am sharing some practical advice to 

stay healthy, motivated and in good spirits while at home.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Iphigenia von Moock – Tsipas, a business consultant by profession, is a Type1 diabetic since childhood, 

who dedicates her spare-time organising health awareness initiatives with special focus on Diabetes. Her 

involvements include numerous voluntary assignments such as UAE world diabetes congresses with the 

International Diabetes Federation (IDF), American Diabetes Association (ADA), American Society of Nutrition 

(ASN) etc. She is an active member of Rotary Club International, Club of Jumeirah.

HEALTHY TIPS

Diabetes is widespread in the UAE, and the limited 
movement of people during the global pandemic 

coinciding with Ramadan makes blood sugar 
management even more important 

6 ways to
get fit at 

home
BY IPHIGENIA VON MOOCK – TSIPAS
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STAY CONNECTED WITH YOUR DOCTOR 

It is important to manage any pre-existing medical condition under the regular 

supervision of a doctor. This is especially important for newly diagnosed diabetics, 

who struggle with the complexity of understanding carb counting, carb ratios, insulin 

bolus, basal dose adjustments, blood glucose data monitoring etc.

While the #StayHome drive has accelerated the demand for telemedicine solutions 

such as the DHA initiative ‘Doctor for Every Citizen’, other hospitals such as Mediclinic, 

Aster Hospitals and Abu Dhabi’s Mubadala Telemedicine Centre have joined forces. 

START AN AT-HOME EXERCISE ROUTINE

I’d have never imagined converting my living room into a home gym. There are many useful 

apps to join for free, including ‘Nike Training Club’, which I personally enjoyed the most, as it 

integrates with my Apple Watch and other smart devices. The video-instructed HIIT exercises 

(high-intensity interval trainings) are 10-15-minute full body workouts that range from beginner 

to advanced level and motivate anyone to get moving, while listening to your favourite music 

beats. The results can be noticed quickly: improved general wellbeing, better sleep, better blood 

glucose readings, and a steady decrease in medication due to improved insulin sensitivity. 

MEDITATE, BREATH AND PRACTISE YOGA – TO REDUCE STRESS

Meditation and yoga can be used as an effective complementary therapy in reducing oxidative 

stress in diabetes. There are many different styles of yoga. A favourite app is ‘Asana Rebel’; 

otherwise you can check out the top 10 apps of 2020. To learn the life-changing skill of meditation 

and mindfulness, a must-try is the app called ‘Calm’, available for both Android and Apple users. 

SET YOUR HEALTHY DAILY ROUTINE  

As this global pandemic limits our movement, it adds an additional layer of complexity to 

diabetes management; it may also create spikes in anxiety or depression, which can lead to 

unhealthy lifestyle patterns and ultimately result in deterioration of the diabetes. To counteract 

this, start your day by making a schedule, set goals, and stick to them. Create a well-balanced 

grocery list, full of items rich in vitamins and antioxidants, while trying out some delicious low-

carb recipes for your homemade meal plan. There are some great food apps such as ‘Noom’, a 

health app to help you achieve healthier eating habits, get fit, or just shed some pounds.

ENJOY THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE 

Vitamin D is believed to help improve the body’s immune system and sensitivity to insulin, the 

hormone responsible for regulating blood sugar levels, and thus reduce the risk of insulin resistance, 

which is often a precursor to Type 2 diabetes. The measure to limit the movement of people during 

this time has allowed us to work from home, where we can easily shift our work desk to a sunnier 

side, such as the balcony, terrace or garden, giving us an excellent opportunity to restore some of 

the lacking Vitamin D levels naturally.

SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY – EVEN FROM A DISTANCE

Serving the community through small acts of kindness is one of the greatest things we can do to 

contribute to society, especially during these times of coronavirus. UAE Volunteers has launched 

a campaign run by the Higher National Committee for Regulating Volunteering during Crisis to 

bring the entire nation together. You can also join a global non-profit organisation such as Rotary 

International. There are various Rotary Clubs based in the UAE, with members actively involved in 

interesting community projects.

Note: The above advice is complementary lifestyle enhancements guidance, which is meant to accompany, not to replace, any standard 

medical practices. For any questions, please consult your doctor prior starting any kind of new exercise, new diet or medication.
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FROM PROVIDING FREE COVID-19 TREATMENT FOR ALL, RELAXING VISA RULES TO 
DEFERRING LOAN INSTALMENTS, THE UAE HAS ONCE AGAIN SPOKEN IN ACTION – 

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU

BY NEIL BIE

HELP 
WHEN 
YOU 

NEED IT
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U
ncertainty causes a great deal 

of worries and this is what’s 

being experienced by countries 

around the world as they fi ght this invisible 

adversary called the coronavirus disease 

(COVID-19) pandemic. 

In the UAE, support and care have been 

generously given to citizens, expats 

and tourists alike.  The government has 

extended help in many aspects of life and 

living, including relaxing residency and 

immigration rules, providing free health 

care treatment for all and deferring loan 

instalments.

Because of these, and many more, many 

expats are more comfortable and more 

confi dent to stay in the country. 

FREE TREATMENT FOR ALL

 At a time when personal cashfl ow is 

of heightened concern, the UAE has 

reassured that anyone who has contracted 

COVID-19 would get free treatment, with 

or without healthcards or insurance.

And at a time when there has been a 

shortage of healthcare facilities in many 

countries around the world, the UAE 

has avoided this problem by setting 

up hospitals dedicated exclusively to 

coronavirus patients and ramping up 

mobile drive-through testing centres 

starting at the early stages of the 

pandemic. 

To further contain the coronavirus 

disease, UAE authorities have launched 

initiatives where the healthcare testing is 

brought to populated areas, and clinics 

across various industrial areas have been 

set up off ering free coronavirus tests and 

treatment to workers.

US Ambassador to the UAE John Rakolta 

lauded the country’s achievement of 

testing a high per cent of the population. 

“I think personally the UAE is one of the 

safest places to be at this point of time,” he 

pointed out. He, too, prefers to stay in the 

UAE. “I love it. It is one of the best places 

in the world,” the ambassador said. 

 “Born and raised in Abu Dhabi, I’ve 

always been so proud of this beautiful 

nation. In fact, the UAE has always taken 

steps to help expats and keep them safe. 

The safety and preventive measures taken 

during the present pandemic to control 

the cases is worth international praise. I’m 

proud to be living here,” said Nikith Nath, 

an Indian professional photographer living 

in the UAE for more than 20 years.

Ann David, a Filipina businessowner 

in the UAE for 12 years, said, “We trust 

our UAE leaders that they’re taking extra 

measures to keep their residents safe and 

protected during this crisis. Our business 

is temporarily closed and it’s diffi  cult for 

us and for our staff , but that’s the least 

we can do to support the government in 

controlling the situation. We are grateful 

to the UAE; we feel safe here, this is our 

home.”

I think personally 
the UAE is one of 

the safest 
places to be 
at this point 
of time

JOHN RAKOLTA
US Ambassador to the UAE 

the UAE is one of 
the safest 
places to be places to be 
at this point 
of time
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They can still stay 
until the end of 

the year without paying 
any fi nes. 
They will be 
allowed to 
live legally 
in the UAE

MAJOR GENERAL MOHAMMED 

AHMED AL MARRI
Director General of the General Directorate of 

Residency and Foreigners A� airs 

in a virtual press conference, adding 

that GDRFA will facilitate the transfer of 

their visa from one company to another, 

“They can still stay until the end of the 

year without paying any fi nes. They will 

be allowed to live legally in the UAE,” Al 

Marri said.

Emirates IDs which expired starting 

March 1 will be valid up to December 2020 

and can be used for any bank transactions 

as well as government services. 

The UAE also recognises that many 

expats may wish to head back home to 

be with their families during these trying 

times. This is why the country launched 

the ‘Early Leave’ initiative to help workers 

be reunited with their loved ones. 

As per the guidelines laid out by 

the Ministry of Human Resources and 

Emiratisation, the employee is granted 

permission to head home, albeit on 

unpaid leave, after the employer 

books the ticket and prepares the 

required forms as an assurance that the 

FAQS: VISA VALIDITY EXTENSION

Brigadier Khamis Al Kaabi, offi  cial spokesperson of the Federal Authority 

for Identity and Citizenship (FAIC), said, “A number of decisions were taken 

by the UAE to relieve the UAE citizens, residents and visitors in the face of 

the coronavirus pandemic, especially in the wake of the near-total closure 

of air traffi  c across the globe.” He also discussed the following guidelines 

on the automatic visa extension scheme. 

RESIDENCY VISA

The validity of all residency visas of expats that expired on or after March 1 

will automatically be extended till the end of 2020. 

VISIT VISAS AND ENTRY PERMITS

The validity of all visit visas and entry permits of foreigners who are still in 

the country that expired from March 1 will also be automatically renewed till 

the end of December.

EMIRATES ID

All Emirates IDs that expired last March 1 will still be valid up to December 2020 for both Emiratis and expats. They 

can use it for any bank transactions as well as government services. 

ZERO FINES

Since all residency visas, visit visas and Emirates ID that expired on March 1 will automatically be renewed, Brigadier 

Al Kaabi said there will no fi nes for those who were not able to get renewal stamps due to the current situation.

A number of 
decisions were 

taken by the UAE to 
relieve the UAE citizens, 
residents and visitors 
in the face of the 
coronavirus pandemic, 
especially in the 
wake of the 
near-total 
closure of 
air traffi  c 
across the 
globe

BRIGADIER KHAMIS AL KAABI
O�  cial spokesperson of the Federal Authority 

for Identity and Citizenship 

RELAXED VISA SCHEMES, 

DEFERRED LOANS

Because of large-scale quarantines, 

travel restrictions and social-distancing 

measures, there has been a sharp drop 

in consumer and business spending, 

worldwide. This has resulted to a massive 

drop or loss in businesses revenue and 

laying off  of workers, temporarily or 

permanently. 

To help individuals deal with job losses, 

the UAE has introduced fl exible and 

relaxed visa schemes.

Expats and tourists whose visas expired 

on March 1 are given extensions and can 

stay in the country until the end of the 

year without paying any fee, according 

to Federal Authority for Identity and 

Citizenship.

Those who have lost jobs are free to 

search for new opportunities, said Major 

General Mohammed Ahmed Al Marri, 

Director General, General Directorate of 

Residency and Foreigners Aff airs, Dubai 

employee will be back to work once the 

precautionary period is over. 

The work and residence visas who have 

availed of the Early Leave option will be 

renewed automatically upon expiry, even 
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if the residents aren’t back in the UAE yet. 

Another worry coupled with a job loss, 

a cut in salary or a loss of revenue is 

how to pay the bank dues. Thanks to the 

UAE Central Bank’s economic support 

scheme, banks in the UAE have begun 

implementing a series of additional 

fi nancial relief measures to support 

customers during the current coronavirus 

outbreak. This includes deferring loan 

payments and waiving interest to ease the 

COVID-19 burden, for months up until the 

end of the year. 

CARE FOR STRANDED PASSENGERS

With the announcement of the 

suspension of most fl ights from March 

25, Dubai Airports has been in constant 

communication with airlines, embassies, 

and related government authorities to 

provide assistance to more than 600 

passengers aff ected by the suspension.

Passengers who were waiting for 

repatriation fl ights were provided with 

rooms and meals at nearby hotels. Dubai 

Airports CEO Paul Griffi  ths assured that 

all passengers were taken care of. “These 

are unprecedented circumstances and 

our primary focus is to ensure that those 

passengers who are stranded at DXB 

receive the necessary levels of care and 

attention,” he said.

Amongst the repatriation fl ights that 

the UAE organised was the chartered 

Emirates fl ight in collaboration with the 

UK government – this fl ight took 345 

British citizens out of the UAE to their own 

country on April 5.

His Excellency Sheikh Maktoum bin 

Butti Al Maktoum, Director of the Dubai 

Offi  ce of the Ministry of Foreign Aff airs 

and International Cooperation (MoFAIC), 

These are 
unprecedented 

circumstances and our 
primary focus is to ensure 
that those passengers who 
are stranded 
at DXB 
receive the 
necessary 
levels of 
care and 
attention

PAUL GRIFFITHS
Dubai Airports CEO 

PUBLIC HEALTH
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fl ight. We’ll meet again”
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I am delighted that 
345 British visitors 

to the UAE 
have now 
arrived 
home in 
the UK

to the UAE 
have now 
arrived 
home in 
the UK

PATRICK MOODY
British Ambassador to the UAE 

led the repatriation eff orts. “The ministry 

continues to organise clearances for 

fl ights to repatriate foreign nationals. At 

all times, we have sought to minimise 

disruption to travellers’ lives, while 

limiting the spread of COVID-19 in the 

UAE,” he said.

Patrick Moody, British Ambassador to 

the UAE, praised the repatriation. “I am 

delighted that 345 British visitors to the 

UAE have now arrived home in the UK,” he 

said. “I am equally delighted that Emiratis 

have returned to the UAE from the UK 

this week as well. This has happened 

because of the hard work of my team and 

the team at the UAE Embassy in London, 

and the fantastic cooperation of the UAE 

government,” he added.

In the second week of April, both Etihad 

and Emirates airlines also have been 

given approval from authorities to begin 

special repatriation fl ights to other select 

destinations. Etihad started fl ying expats 

and stranded tourists to cities such as 

Amsterdam, Melbourne, Seoul, Singapore, 

Manila, Jakarta, London Heathrow, Zurich, 

Brussels, Tokyo, and Dublin.

Emirates, on the other hand, off ered 

limited fl ights to London Heathrow, 

Frankfurt, Paris, Brussels, Zurich, Jakarta, 

Manila, Taipei, Chicago, Tunis, Algiers and 

Kabul.

Both airlines have been actively fl ying 

home citizens of the UAE back to the 

country, and carry fresh produce and other 

important items as belly-hold cargo back 

to the UAE.

PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT

As the COVID-19 disinfection drive went 

on in the UAE, the country addressed not 

just the physical wellbeing of citizens and 

residents, but also their mental condition. 

The National Programme for Happiness 

and Wellbeing (NPHW) launched the 

National Campaign for Mental Support, 

an online initiative through social media, 

consisting of three components: “Let’s 

Support, Together”, which focuses on 

daily live sessions to address viewer 

concerns; “Let’s Reassure, Together”, 

which showcases short videos with 

important pieces of advice from mental 

health professionals and life skill coaches 

to build mental resilience; and “Let’s 

Talk, Together”, where individuals can 

gather through virtual support groups for 

mothers, students, and elderly caregivers 

to help them face challenges and support 

each other.

Her Excellency Ohood bint Khalfan Al 

Roumi, Minister of State for Happiness and 

Wellbeing, and Director General of the UAE 

Prime Minister’s Offi  ce, stated that mental 

support arose as a basic need, especially 

due to the current state of events. The 

campaign aims to help everyone cope with 

current challenges, bringing experts and 

the community together.



The views expressed by 999 columnists are their own and do not 
necessarily reflect those of the Ministry of Interior

WHITE ARMIES 
Dr Samar Al-Shamsi is an internationally respected artist who is 

renowned for her commissioned portraits of high-profile individuals, including 
the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, UAE President His Highness 

Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, US President Barack Obama, and others.

The coronavirus pandemic, the latest in the string of 
crises that the world has faced, shows us what really 
matters 

COLUMN

Many crises and tribulations came up 

for nations and peoples throughout 

their long history. People faced all kinds 

of trials, stricken by plague, famine, 

floods, earthquakes, and drought. All 

these took a toll on humanity and were 

profoundly carved in the course of its 

history, events, facts, and effects. 

The plague was yet the most 

devastating amongst them all – it struck 

Egypt, the Levant, the Maghreb, Iraq, 

Andalusia, Yemen, China, and India 

more than once, and killed thousands of 

their populations. Historians of those 

times provided several depictions of 

those epidemics, their impacts and 

sequels around the globe. Today, the 

world is afflicted with the coronavirus, 

which has caused so far a great number 

of deaths, and awakened a greater fear 

and panic, especially in the worst-hit 

countries. 

Countries around the world 

recommended avoiding contaminated 

places and sticking to quarantine 

measures as set by governments and 

laws, and to abide by the directives and 

guidelines of authorities and medical 

bodies as they are the most informed 

Since necessity 
is the mother of 
invention, these 
times of crisis led to 
mobilising science 
and the budgets 
of great powers to 
serve humanity

their households and objects; however, 

they should have encouraged them to 

purge their consciousness and purify 

their minds first. Humans got all creative 

mocking each other, bullying each 

other, acting immorally to the point 

when patient discrimination was 

practised. Some demanded that their 

cities shut their doors in the face of 

infected people coming in from other 

cities. Online, some netizens went so 

far as to spread terror and panic 

through social platforms. 

Since necessity is the mother of 

invention, these times of crisis led to 

mobilising science and the budgets of 

great powers to serve humanity. This 

situation brought forward a number of 

modern inventions that benefit the 

whole world. Doctors, scientists and 

researchers are now given their 

well-earned credit for devoting 

themselves at their workplace to find a 

cure, let alone the front-line assisting 

nursing teams who deserve to be called 

White Armies. Let it be known that 

nations rise with science and scientists. 

May all this eventually bring you back to 

your senses. 

about this disease’s details and effects.

Joining hands is of paramount 

importance to beat this dangerous 

pandemic. As if it were the virus’s way 

to tell us something. Gatherings shut 

down, pushed the governments to pull 

all of their weight to tend to the health 

sector, realising doctors’ worth; to 

develop institutional ideologies in times 

of crisis; and to bring families together 

again. 

Governments also went the extra mile 

to prompt people to constantly disinfect 
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KEEP KEEP 
LEARNING LEARNING 

ALIVEALIVE

BY NEIL BIE

THE UAE GOVERNMENT HAS KEPT THE GATES OF 
KNOWLEDGE WIDE OPEN. 999 TAKES A LOOK AT 

DISTANCE LEARNING IN THE COUNTRY, FACILITATED 
BY EXPERTISE, EFFORTS, AND RESOURCES

EDUCATION Security And Safety For All
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T
he #StayHome campaign to 

counter the spread of COVID-19 

has meant no physical classroom 

lessons for students in the UAE. However, 

in a country with 99 per cent Internet 

penetration, this hasn’t been a barrier to 

learning.

His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and 

Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of 

Dubai, spoke of the country’s readiness in 

implementing distance learning, following 

weeks of preparation spearheaded by the 

Ministry of Education (MoE).

“Schools are closed, but education 

will never stop. The UAE is the most 

well-equipped nation for smart learning. 

Learning continues at a distance, and 

from anywhere, because education is the 

main driver of the development of nations. 

The UAE has one of the most advanced 

digital infrastructures in the world and 

the region’s best smart learning systems. 

Our growth and progress have no limit,” 

said His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid, in a message to students on March 

22, 2020. On that Sunday, which was the 

fi rst remote learning day in the country 

following the restriction on movement, His 

Highness himself attended a virtual class 

and spoke to the students.

Virtual classrooms have sprung 

up around the world, with the novel 

coronavirus forcing people to stay indoors 

in several countries. More than 80 per 

cent of the world’s schools had temporarily 

closed their doors, as per the United 

Nations Educational, Scientifi c and Cultural 

Organisation (UNESCO). In the UAE, the 

EDUCATION

Ministry of Education noted that more than 

1.2 million school, college, and university 

students, along with their teachers and 

professors, have joined online classrooms 

since March 22, as the countrywide 

distance learning programme began.

PREPAREDNESS IS KEY

As early as on March 4, the MoE 

implemented a pilot project for its 

students in Grades 5-8; and on March 

5, for students in Grades 9-12. The pilot 

project had students studying from home, 

while teachers kept their normal school 

hours; the two sides connected through 

an e-learning platform. The government 

directed school administrations to launch 

awareness campaigns about distance 

education amongst all their stakeholders 

– students, parents, teachers, and 

administrative staff . 

Early measures taken by the MoE 

included urging parents to create a 

conducive space for their children to learn 

and to provide them with devices that 

could be used for distance learning. 

Students were obliged by the ministry 

to remain committed to e-learning and 

proper use of devices and learning apps, 

and they were prohibited from indulging in 

distractions such as web browsing during 

specifi ed e-learning hours. 

TWO-PRONGED TRAINING

The UAE’s distance learning programme 

includes extensive training for educators 

and school administrative staff . It conducted 

week-long remote specialist training 

sessions for 34,200 teachers in the public 

and private educational sectors and 

thousands more administrative personnel 

prior to the full launch of the initiative.

The MoE split the training into two 

sections: for individuals in administrative 

roles; and for those who were educators. 

Those on the administrative side – 

principals, academic representatives, and 

heads of student aff airs and school services 

aff airs – had a teaching tool, powered by 

Microsoft on the MoE’s ‘Learning curve’ 

e-platform, to acquaint themselves with the 

virtual learning-based school through the 

Schools are closed, 
but education will 

never stop. Learning 
continues at a distance, 
and from anywhere, 
because education is 
the main driver of the 
development of nations

HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and 

Ruler of Dubai, attends the fi rst remote learning day in the country 

W
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use of both live broadcasting and virtual 

learning communities. 

Those in teaching were then introduced 

to the concept of interactive virtual 

classrooms and complying with best 

practices around the world. Training 

specialists assisted all teachers through 

live broadcast sessions, as educators 

learned through practical applications with 

the usage of Microsoft tools as well as 

workshops on remote education.

JUST LIKE A CLASSROOM

Abu Dhabi’s Zayed University 

implemented the use of synchronised, 

live classrooms between faculty members 

and students through the ‘Adobe Connect’ 

application. Provost Michael Wilson said 

that Zayed University had prepared 

all faculty members through several 

sessions to help them adapt to the new 

distance learning protocols. Students were 

empowered to participate in discussions 

similar to a classroom setting through the 

use of their smart devices, he added. 

“All students have access to a microphone 

to enable them to actively participate with 

teachers and their classmates. Teachers 

can facilitate discussions, present [lecture] 

slides, engage with polling questions, foster 

collaboration amongst students in breakout 

rooms and much more,” said Wilson.

Sorbonne University Abu Dhabi also 

announced its successful launch of 

distance learning. “Our key priority is to 

maintain the continuity of the educational 

process and to ensure high quality of 

learning for our students during this critical 

time,” said Vice-Chancellor Professor Silvia 

Serrano, highlighting the readiness of the 

university’s Digital Transformation and 

Innovation Department. 

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

As students continue with their school or 

college education from home, parents and 

guardians are tasked with the responsibility 

of ensuring that their children stay focused 

despite the change in setting.

Maita Vitug, a Filipina mother of two, 

shared that she took away other – not 

necessary for education – electronic 

devices that her children use so that they 

wouldn’t be distracted. “I switch off  the 

television and mobile phones of the kids 

during e-learning hours, so that nothing 

can interrupt them. Also, I make sure that 

they understand each topic that their 

teachers discuss by guiding and reviewing 

All students 
have access 

to a microphone to 
enable them to actively 
participate 
with teachers 
and their 
classmates

MICHAEL WILSON 
Provost at Zayed University 

Our key priority 
is to maintain 

the continuity of the 
educational process and 

to ensure high 
quality of 
learning 
during this 
critical time

SILVIA SERRANO 
Vice-Chancellor at Sorbonne University

Abu Dhabi  
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EDUCATION

them afterwards,” shared Vitug.

Talking about his distance learning 

discipline strategy for his children, Ranjeet 

Deans, an Indian national and a UAE 

expat of eight years, said, “Our kids are 

the future leaders. Task scheduling is the 

best guidance I can provide as a parent, 

as we willingly accept the challenges and 

opportunities of distance learning.”

With the offi  cial launch of the initial 

two-week distance learning in the country 

on March 22, the UAE split the timelines 

dedicated for the fi rst, second, and third 

cycles. 

Students in the fi rst cycle have 20 classes 

per week, at three hours per day from 16:00 

to 19:25 with two optional hours in the 

morning from 9:00 to 11:00 for activities.

Students in the second cycle have 20 

classes per week for four hours a day, 

from 9:00 to 12:45, along with an evening 

hour from 17:00 to 17:50 dedicated for 

reading enrichment and several exercises.

Students in the third cycle have 30 hours 

of learning per week at six 

hours a day from two 

morning and evening 

sessions. Morning 

classes are 

from 9:00 to 13:25, and evenings from 

17:00 to 19:05.

IS IT EFFECTIVE?

Considering the current situation impacting 

the educational system, parents are 

thanking the dedication of teachers and 

instructors who utilise the full potential of the 

Internet.

For Emma Page, a British mother of three, 

distance learning was a prudent move of the 

government, since it bridges the learning 

gap due to the temporary suspension of 

physical classes. She shared that she was 

fully involved in the progress of her children 

– aged 7, 12, and 14 – in the e-learning 

sessions. “One thing I discovered was that 

my children have a very diff erent approach 

to learning. I noticed with my second 

daughter that she likes to jot down notes, 

and it really works for her because she can 

easily recall the lessons,” she said.

Although it took a week for her son 

to adjust to this learning system, Patty 

David, said that her 14-year-old son now 

worked at his own pace. The American 

expat in the UAE said, “I admit that it 

requires more time from me as a parent, 

because I’d check on my son’s lessons 

and how he’s picking up every time. 

And with him around the house 

24/7 while I’m also working 

from home, it was a setup that 

inexplicably added pressure 

on me, at fi rst – I guess many 

parents would agree. But then 

I got to appreciate how this 

unprecedented time and setup helped us 

bond more.”

SOCIETY STANDS UNITED

Private companies have pitched in to 

support students and teachers in their 

distance learning endeavour. Emirates 

Integrated Telecommunications Company 

(EITC) – better known as du – has provided 

double the Internet speed at no additional 

fees for schools and universities that rely on 

its connectivity.

Farid Faraidooni, EITC Deputy CEO 

of Enterprise Solutions, stated, “The 

innovative technologies available to us will 

be implemented to help government and 

private institutions to provide faster access 

to information and enhanced learning 

techniques relied upon in classrooms, 

lectures and seminars every day.”

The Sharjah Charity International (SCI) 

has allotted Dhs1.45 million for educational 

institutions in the emirate to provide smart 

tablets for their students, particularly those 

from low-income families. Abdullah Sultan 

bin Khadem, SCI Executive Director and 

Board Member, provided the SCI aid break-

up: Dhs500,000 to Sharjah Educational 

Zone; Dhs250,000 to Sharjah Private 

Education Authority; Dhs100,000 to Sharjah 

Humanitarian Services City; Dhs100,000 to 

Sharjah Social Empowerment Foundation; 

and Dhs500,000 to cover similar needs of 

students of low-income families registered at 

the charity.

On a global scale, Dubai Cares, part of 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Global 

Initiatives, has offi  cially joined UNESCO’s 

Global Education Coalition for COVID-19 

response. The UAE aids other countries on 

knowledge-sharing, to fast-track solutions 

that might be applicable to other countries 

as well. 

The innovative 
technologies 

available to us will 
help government and 
private institutions to 
provide faster access to 
information 
and 
enhanced 
learning 
techniques

FARID FARAIDOONI 
EITC Deputy CEO of Enterprise Solutions  
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   The Bridgeway Group, a diversified family business Group, began its journey in the year 1974. 

With its beginnings rooted in mechanical and oilfield supplies trading, the Group has diversified into various consumer

 and industrial sectors over the past 4 decades expanding its portfolio in the Middle East and India. 

The impressive growth of the Group that followed through a concerted effort of investing

 in people and practices, created a business portfolio conspicuously diverse in sectors and geographical 

locations. The Groups interests are spread over business segments that include Shipping & Logistics, 

Engineering & Technology, Real Estate, Trade & Marketing, Health Care and Education.



TIPS & TRIVIA

THE DON’T THE DON’T 
WORRYWORRYWORRYtricktrick
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THE CURRENT SITUATION AFFECTING OUR WORLD SHALL PASS. SO, 

QUELL YOUR ANXIETIES BY LIVING A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE, KEEPING 

A CLEAR HEADSPACE, AND MAKING LAUGHTER WITH YOUR KIDS

BY JAMILLE DOMINGO

T
he coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

pandemic has shaken the world since 

it began in late 2019. According to the 

data released by Johns Hopkins University and 

Medicine, United States, the disease has already 

infected more than 3 million people globally, 

as of press time. The pandemic has sent global 

stocks tumbling with almost all sectors of global 

economies disrupted due to lockdowns enforced 

by governments.

As physical distancing is one of the most 

effective ways to flatten the curve of the disease, 

countries have closed down their borders, 

schools, malls and business establishments, 

public places, alongside implementation of 

strict curfew regulations. Our way of life has 

completely changed. 

Given the current situation affecting 

humankind, being able to cope with emotional 

stress during these trying times can make the 

community stronger. But doing so entails two 

things: first, determining its signs; second, 

figuring out things one can do to cope with this 

mix of overwhelming emotions.

tricktrick
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FOCUS ON WHAT YOU CAN CONTROL 
If there’s one thing that this global pandemic has taught us, it is to 

always bear in mind that prevention is better than cure. Discipline and 

due diligence for living a healthy lifestyle form our first line of defence 

against any kind of diseases. Yes, that means we — specifically 

our immune system — are the frontliners to fight COVID-19. While 

doctors, nurses, and other medical staff try to give their best to save 

patients, they can only rely on how one’s immune system responds. 

So, better quit any bad habits now and observe proper hygiene, take 

vitamins, eat a balanced diet, sleep on time, and exercise regularly. 

KICK THAT FOMO HABIT
The fear of missing out (fomo) on social media is dangerous for one’s 

mental health, and so is too much consumption of COVID-19 related 

content online. Experts have warned that it would only increase our level of 

stress and anxiety. Although it’s always a good thing to stay updated with 

what’s happening around us, over-researching or watching and reading too 

much information, whether authentic or not, can be extremely distressing. 

Hence, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the US is 

advising the general public to limit their screen time. And it would be best to only 

source information from credible organisations and news agencies. 

SET A DAILY ROUTINE 
One recommended way to ensure your mental 

well-being is to stick to a routine. CDC suggests to 

the public that they continue the set of daily activities 

they used to do before the pandemic but modify the routines 

according to the current situation. 

If you’re working from home now, wake up the way you 

used to and do the chores you did before. Then, make sure to 

get dressed as if it’s another day at the office, take your coffee 

break, and eat at your prescribed time. By sticking to a routine, 

you minimise the risk of COVID-19 related stress going into a 

downward spiral.

TIPS & TRIVIA
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MAKE TIME FOR HOBBIES
Look at your work-from-home situation in a positive light — you get to have 

your me-time. You can adjust some of your extra time for fun, albeit for a few 

minutes. Read more pages of your book. Listen to some songs on your playlist. 

Or you might want to finally fill up that empty journal or meditate. 

Don’t ever think that the world has stopped because of COVID-19. Every 

generation has experienced at least one pandemic during their lifetime. 

Understand that this, too, shall pass. Now is your opportunity to pay a lot of attention 

to yourself and your family.

REACH OUT, ALBEIT DIGITALLY 
People have started to appreciate now the great gesture of shaking hands, 

or saying hello to someone personally, or socialising with other people. As 

the coronavirus pandemic locks people up in their homes, it serves as a 

reminder that no dose of social media can replace the need for personal 

communication. 

As developments on COVID-19 happen, use your time to strengthen your 

communication with your family and friends. It means putting social media 

to good use — by making lots of memories, albeit online. In the UAE, you can 

now use some Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) platforms, such as Microsoft’s 

Skype for Business and Google Hangouts. Another free video call app, Zoom, is now also 

available in the UAE. Speaking of free, you can also maximise the free data offered by your 

service provider to make merry with family online.

BE THERE FOR YOUR KIDS
As per UNESCO, 80 per cent of students worldwide no longer attend physical 

classes. Hence, it is imperative for parents and guardians to be more present and 

more supportive to them. Take the time as an opportunity to guide your children 

during their distance learning, know how far they’ve learnt in school. Of course, 

don’t forget to include some playtime.

According to psychology experts, people with anxiety could develop 

symptoms similar to coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Psychologist Dr 

Martina Paglia of The International Psychology Clinic said that people who 

get extremely worried about the pandemic may not be able to identify 

the physical signs struggling with anxiety — such as troubled breathing, 

sweating, dry mouth and throat, and chest pains — that can be similar to the 

symptoms of the disease. She added that the mind of someone with anxiety 

may become unable to distinguish the difference between real and perceived 

danger, causing adrenaline surges that can develop these symptoms.

Did you know?
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CRIME MYSTERIESCRIME MYSTERIES

VANISHING 
INTO

THIN AIR
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BY RODNEY ARTIDA

FAMILIES ARE LEFT IN A LIMBO AFTER THE SUDDEN 
DISAPPEARANCE OF THEIR LOVED ONES. WHILE SOME ARE 

REUNITED, OTHERS HAVE TO LIVE WITH GRIEF  
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CRIME MYSTERIESCRIME MYSTERIES

MAN VERSUS WILD
WHO: AKBAR SALUBIRO
WHERE: WEST SULAWESI, INDONESIA
WHEN: MARCH 27, 2017

Akbar Salubiro, 25, went missing on March 25, 2017, after 

leaving his home in West Sulawesi, Indonesia, to harvest 

palm oil. He was reported missing the next day, prompting 

What was supposed to be an interview ended in a 

nightmare, when independent journalist Kim Wall went 

missing. She had been chasing an interview with Danish 

inventor and entrepreneur Peter Madsen. So, when she 

learned that Madsen had invited her for a trip on his 

homemade submarine, UC3 Nautilus, off  Copenhagen, she 

agreed to join him for two hours.

It was around 19:00 local time when she boarded the 

submarine. This was to be her fi nal story before leaving for 

Beijing along with her boyfriend, Danish national Ole Stobbe. 

Unfortunately, she went missing and never managed to make 

it to the farewell she hosted along with her partner.

“I’m still alive btw [by the way],” she wrote in her last text to 

her partner. Stobbe repeatedly texted back and raised the 

alarm after midnight to report to the authorities that Wall was 

missing. The submarine never returned to the harbour and 

was later sighted in Koge bay, southeast of Amaden and 

Drodger lighthouse, the next day.

Madsen was rescued from the sinking vessel, but there 

was no sign of the journalist. Police said that a cyclist found 

Wall’s torso washed up on a beach in the southwest of 

Amager on August 21, 2017. Police divers later discovered 

THE SUBMARINE CASE
WHO: KIM WALL
WHERE: COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
WHEN: AUGUST 10-11, 2017

villagers to look for him. His family feared that he was 

abducted, but villagers saw a diff erent angle.

A search party was sent by police and they found a 7 metre 

(23 ft) reticulated phyton that had slithered into a backyard 

near the family’s palm plantation. The villagers suspected that 

the snake might have eaten the farmer alive. “They didn’t fi nd 

him Akbar, but the villagers saw an unmoving python in the 

ditch. They grew suspicious that maybe the snake had Akbar. 

When they cut it open, Akbar was inside the snake,” a man 

identifi ed as Mashura told BBC Indonesia.

According to the village secretary Salubiro Junaidi, people 

had heard cries from the palm grove the night before Akbar 

was found in the snake’s stomach. They captured the snake 

and found an outline of Akbar’s boots clearly visible in the 

snake’s stomach.

Villagers sliced the python’s belly open and discovered 

Akbar’s intact body inside. He had been suff ocated by the 

huge snake before being swallowed whole.

her dismembered body parts, including Wall’s head, legs, 

clothes, and a knife inside two plastic bags a kilometre away 

from where her torso was found on October 6, 2017. Six days 

later, a saw was found in the water. Her arms were later found 

on November 21 and 29 in the bay.

Madsen, who was in police custody since August 12, gave 

three versions of what happened to Wall, and the inconsistent 

statements led to his conviction. He was charged with negligent 

manslaughter, and was later charged with premediated murder, 

indecent handling of a corpse, and aggravated sexual assault 

on January 16, 2018. He was convicted of all three charges and 

was given a life sentence on April 25, 2018. Madsen tried to 

appeal the sentence, but the High Court of Eastern Denmark 

upheld the ruling of the lower court.
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HUSHED SCREAMS
WHO: LARRY ELLY MURILLO-MONCADA
WHERE: COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
WHEN: NOVEMBER 2009

beating too hard and thought if he ate sugar, his heart 

would not beat so hard,” the mother told BBC.

Ten years later, crew members who were removing 

shelving and coolers at the now-vacant No-Frills 

supermarket discovered a body on January 24, 2019.  

Investigators in Council Bluff s, Iowa, found out that the 

body belonged to Murillo-Moncada, who had worked at 

the grocery store. Authorities said that the blue clothing 

found on his corpse matched the description supplied by 

his parents.

According to Council Bluff s Police Sergeant Ted Roberts, 

the store wasn’t searched by the police when Murillo-

Moncada went missing, since he wasn’t scheduled to work 

that day. Investigations revealed that Murillo-Moncada had 

climbed on to the coolers and fell down the 18-inch gap 

between the cooler and the wall. Roberts added that the 

noises coming from the coolers hushed his screams for 

help.

Investigators found no foul play and his death was ruled 

as an accident. His autopsy indicated no signs of trauma, 

according to Council Bluff s Police.

Denzil Daniels, 30, disappeared without a trace in 2013 

in Delft, Cape Town, South Africa. His family gave up 

searching for him after three years. His mother, Jane 

Daniels, even held a memorial service to bid him goodbye, 

although they had no proof that he was dead.

The mentally challenged man, believed to be dead, 

turned out alive after six years. He was found in the 

neighbouring landlocked country of eSwatini (formerly 

Swaziland). Police from the former kingdom of Swaziland 

contacted the authorities in Delft to inform that Daniels was 

found outside a supermarket. He was able to tell the 

authorities his mother’s name despite his mental capacity.

Police offi  cers reunited the family at the Oshoek border 

post between South Africa and eSwatini in June 2019. 

Daniels seemed happy that he met her mother after six 

years, but appeared to be detached from reality. 

According to Daniels, he had reached eSwatini by 

hitchhiking and there he made friends and did some odd 

ACROSS THE BORDER
WHO: DENZIL DANIELS
WHERE: CAFÉ TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
WHEN: 2013

jobs for a living. “I helped people to earn some money, 

selling clothes and stuff  like that... I missed my family,” he 

told EyeWitness News.

The police were left wondering how he had managed to 

cross the well-guarded border of eSwatini without proper 

documents.
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The body of a man who went missing for a decade was 

discovered in a grocery store where he used to work. In 

November 2009, Larry Ely Murillo-Moncada, 25, was 

reported missing a day after Thanksgiving, after he fl ed his 

parents’ house barefoot while suff ering from hallucinations, 

his relatives narrated. He left behind his keys and car and 

mysteriously disappeared without a trace.

According to his mother, Murillo-Moncada was hearing 

voices telling him to ‘eat sugar.’ “He felt his heart was 
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THREE MEN LIVE A LAVISH LIFE, VICTIMISING A STRING OF TENANTS 
BY HANDING THEM FAKE RENTAL CONTRACTS. BUT THEIR LUST FOR 

FIVE-STAR LUXURIES FINALLY LEAD THEM TO PRISON

BY WAGIH HASSAN

CRIME & PUNISHMENT 

UNREAL 
ESTATE
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Whatever money 
was left in their 
possession was 

seized, so that the 
victims could be 

compensated, at least 
to some extent 

as a result of the cheque fraud. It could be 

an inexperienced tenant with young children 

who simply wouldn’t know where to go 

when they found out that the person who 

gave them the house key was a thief. 

One of their victims, a man called Ahmed, 

a citizen of an Arab country, was in need of 

money, and the three fraudsters convinced 

him to mortgage his freehold property in 

exchange for a quick loan at a prohibitively 

steep interest rate and processing fees. 

Poor Ahmed agreed and handed over some 

documents, having no other option, and by 

the time the fraud was discovered, he had 

lost the mortgaged property. 

How did the trio make money through 

this deal? One of them posed as the owner 

of the freehold property that belonged to 

Ahmed. They committed this identity fraud 

by forgery, took the sanctioned loan money, 

and disappeared. Ahmed didn’t get the loan 

that he needed so urgently, and though he 

could establish his identity as the owner, 

he was asked to pay an enormous sum – 

this was well beyond his reach – to get his 

freehold property back from the lender who 

kept the property papers as loan collateral.

When many such reports came to the 

police forces from the cities around the UAE, 

it became clear that one gang was behind 

all these real estate crimes. Heads of the 

departments specialising in investigating 

real estate fraud coordinated with each 

other and devised a plan to bust this gang.

Soon enough, the statements given 

by the victims, and most importantly, the 

trio’s greed led them to the bait cast by the 

police. They were arrested from a fi ve-star 

hotel where they were staying after one of 

their illegal deals. The private vehicle of the 

criminal mastermind was searched, and it 

yielded false rental contracts, fake receipts, 

and other evidence.

When grilled, the three admitted that their 

greed for ill-gotten wealth had led them 

down this road. They were charged, tried, 

and sentenced to prison. Whatever money 

was left in their possession was seized, so 

that the victims could be compensated, at 

least to some extent. The authorities also 

helped the victims to fi le cases raising 

damage claims against the fraudsters.

In prison, the three began a blame 

game amongst themselves, with Karim and 

Babbar blaming Usman, even though the 

accomplices had readily taken part in the 

mastermind’s fraudulent schemes. The truth 

is: all of them were equally responsible. As an 

idiom goes: “What you do is what you get.” 

neighbourhood where a property was 

located, the criminals would dress and 

talk like UAE nationals, deceiving people 

even more.

When they found that these fraudulent 

plans worked on several victims, the trio 

began illegally renting out the same property 

to multiple tenants.

These tricks, depriving people of their 

hard-earned cash, made Usman, Karim, 

and Babbar quite rich. They would meet 

at a secret location and divide up the 

loot. When they made a lot of money, 

they’d spend the night at a luxury hotel. 

Occasionally, they’d go outside the UAE 

borders to hide for a few days. 

W
e keep hearing the term “real 

estate fraud” and, of course, any 

of us might fall prey to such a 

fraud, since real estate is something most 

people wish to invest in. It’s imperative, 

therefore, to look at instances of such crimes 

and understand what tricks a criminal might 

use to snare a victim.

As per the law, “the crime of real estate 

fraud is defi ned as the act of seizing a 

property, owned by others, in a fraudulent 

manner”. If you’re at the receiving end of 

such a crime, or even suspect that someone 

might be trying to rob you through a fake 

real estate deal or steal some property you 

already have, the best thing is to report this 

to the police at once. By going to the police, 

you’ll be helping yourself and also helping 

reduce crime for society at large.

If a person happens to be gullible, 

chances are that lawless people posing as 

real estate brokers would target him. And 

here’s one such story.

Three fraudsters – let’s call them Usman, 

Karim, and Babbar, all Asians – lived in 

one of the emirates that was seeing a 

surge in real estate developments and 

a corresponding number of housing 

advertisements. This gave them the idea 

that many people might be looking to rent 

or buy property and they could make some 

money off  a customer. 

They devised two methods, both very 

simple yet very cunning. The fi rst method 

was to rent several houses and apartments 

by giving the landlords post-dated cheques, 

and then advertising the same properties 

for rent, and getting gullible tenants to 

pay a single cheque. These victim tenants 

would mistake the fraudsters for property 

owners and move into the properties happily 

believing that they had paid the rent for the 

whole year. The actual property owners 

had got maybe one real cheque and a 

bunch of dud post-dated cheques, which 

would defi nitely bounce when presented 

for encashment. The fraudsters, having 

pocketed the money from the single cheque 

written by the victim tenant, would vanish 

like needles in a haystack.

The second method was to steal the keys 

to vacant ‘to let’ housing units from real 

estate brokerage companies that specialise 

in such deals. Having got their hands on 

those keys, the three criminals would 

advertise the properties, and pose as the 

property-owners when prospective tenants 

turned up for a visit.

Sometimes, depending on the 

One evening, while dividing up the 

cash, mastermind Usman looked at his 

accomplices and said, “Today, my friends, 

we’re staying at a fi ve-star hotel, after we’ve 

made a lot of money. I’ll send the children 

and my wife some money, too.” Karim said, 

“I’ll also send money to my mother in my 

country. They’re waiting.” Babbar said, “I’ll 

also send a lot of money to my wife.”

However, this family-oriented 

conversation didn’t mean that the three 

were driven to crime by the desperation 

of poverty and the dire need to take care 

of their families. They spent quite a lot 

of the stolen money on dining at luxury 

restaurants, staying at expensive hotels, and 

enjoying themselves at upscale cafés. Their 

philosophy was that it was fi ne to spend 

some “blissful time” with their stolen riches.

It never struck them that their luxuries and 

enjoyment come at the cost of someone 

who might have lost everything through 

their fraud. The victim tenant might be an 

elderly person with limited income who had 

somehow put together enough cash to pay 

a year’s rent and might become homeless 
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THE SPICE 
ROUTE OF 

ARABIA

HISTORYHISTORY
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BY DR FALEH HANDHAL 

A MARINE GUIDE BROUGHT VASCO DA GAMA TO INDIA, 
THEREBY MAKING PORTUGAL THE BIGGEST COLONIAL POWER 

IN THE WORLD FOR NEARLY A CENTURY
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HISTORYHISTORY

These goods were 
extremely valuable 

and their worth was 
measured in goldAlexander of Macedonia 

Vasco da Gama was 
trying to find his 

way to India, but he 
needed a guide to 

take him there 

in Syria or Turkey to reach the ports of 

Europe, or to reach via sea to Alexandria 

in Egypt, a fact that gave Alexandria the 

name  “spice gate”. 

THE PORTUGUESE ARRIVE IN INDIA 

The Portuguese prince known as Henry 

the Navigator was the first to think about 

T
he historical significance of the 

Arabian Gulf lies in it being a great 

waterway linking India’s trade 

with Europe. Just as ships loaded with 

oil today pass through its waters, ships 

carrying goods from India to Europe 

navigated these waters in the past. 

India was the first hub for the trade 

in spices, perfumes, and ivory between 

nations. These goods were extremely 

valuable and their worth was measured 

in gold. The beginning of this spice 

trade dates back to ancient times, when 

Alexander of Macedonia conquered 

the Middle East and then entered India. 

Seeing the potential benefits of the spice 

trade, he drew up a project for a maritime 

and land trade route passing through the 

Persian Gulf, to the Mesopotamian Valley 

reaching India and decided to undertake 

geographical studies and attempts to 

explore a sea route connecting Portugal 

to India, which was then the source of 

wealth in the world. The prince’s first 

adventure was sailing along the West 

African coast, hoping that he would reach 

India. However, his attempts did not take 

him further than the Senegal region, and 

he died in 1460 AD.

However, the Portuguese exploration 

did not end with the death of Henry the 

Navigator; it continued with others sailing 

along the western coast of Africa. In 

1495, King Manuel I took over the rule of 

Portugal. He, too, was striving to arrive 

in India by sea, so he studied all the 

reports prepared by the missions on the 

sea route that reached the Cape of Good 

Hope (at the southern tip of Africa), and 

chose Vasco da Gama to be the captain 

for a cruise up to that point. The fleet, 

consisting of three ships equipped with 

cannons, left on July 1947 and was able 

to sail around the Cape of Good Hope 

after approximately three months.

At that time, Vasco da Gama was trying 

to find his way to India, but he needed a 
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guide to take him there. When he sailed 

along the east coast of Africa, he reached 

the town of Malindi, where he met the 

marine guide who would take him to India. 

Who was this guide that brought Vasco 

da Gama to India, thereby changing all 

the political and economic equations in 

Europe at that time, and making Portugal 

the biggest colonial power in the world 

for nearly a century?

The Portuguese said that the name 

of the guide was Malimo Kanna, from a 

place called Karjat in India. The Arabs 

said that it was the famous sailor Ahmed 

bin Majid. This is a subject that has 

sparked a lot of controversy, but it is not 

part of our research. The important thing 

is that Vasco da Gama arrived in India on 

May 20, 1498 and from there, he loaded 

ships with Indian spices and goods and 

returned to Portugal in 1499, where he 

got a hero’s welcome from King Manuel I 

and the people. 

When the king reviewed the reports of 

the trip, he began planning to monopolise 

the trade of India, and called himself 

“the master of navigation and trade with 

Abyssinia, the Arab countries, Persia, 

India, and China”.

Thereafter, the Portuguese commercial 

and military campaigns continued in India, 

until Portugal seized control of India’s 

trade. On 1506, Alfonso de Albuquerque 

led a major campaign and occupied the 

entrance to the Red Sea, then occupied the 

cities of Muscat, Khor Fakkan, Muttrah, and 

Julphar (Ras Al Khaimah), then the island of 

Hormuz, thus closing the entrance to the 

Arabian Gulf, and eventually occupying the 

Indian city of Goa. 

When that was done, Albuquerque 

declared himself a deputy of the 

Portuguese king and announced Goa 

as his capital. Thus, Portugal tightened 

its grip on the Indian trade and the 

international economy of the time, and 

its ships began sailing without any 

competitors – it was as if no Arab or 

Indian ship carrying Indian goods could 

be seen without having the Portuguese 

navy threaten to immediately sink it.

With this new power, Portugal began 

to challenge the world politically and 

economically. Conditions remained like 

this until 1560, when the country’s rule 

passed into the hands of King Sebastian, 

who longed for more conquests in Muslim 

countries. He led a major European 

campaign in 1578, when he sailed from 

Portugal and went down to Maghreb 

(the Muslim region of upper Africa) with 

the intention of occupying it. But the 

forces of Maghreb, led by Sultan Abd 

Al-Malik, inflicted the greatest defeat 

on the Portuguese-European forces in 

the glorious Battle of Alcácer Quibir 

(in northern Morocco), in which King 

Sebastian was killed and his entire army 

was scattered.

Then, Spain occupied Portugal, which 

fell from glory and did not regain it until 

years later. The Spanish themselves lost 

their prestige before the British in the 

Battle of Armada in 1588. Thus, the two 

political powers of Portugal and Spain 

were weakened and their strong grip on 

India’s trade began to loosen slowly. This 

led to the emergence of a new political 

and economic power to take their place 

in the monopoly of India’s and the East’s 

trade, and this new power was Britain.

ESTABLISHMENT OF 

THE EAST INDIA COMPANY

The British victory over the Spanish 

in the Battle of Armada, in which the 

Spanish fleet was destroyed, was a 

prominent event in world politics of 

the time because it was a sign of the 

emergence of new powers controlling 

the world economy. There were three 

countries – France, the Netherlands, and 

Britain – but the latter was the first to act. 

Britain decided to control the trade in 

India and the East in a diplomatic manner, 

not through military might like Portugal.

This development was accompanied 

by the fact that Persia, which was 

complaining about the Portuguese 

occupation of the island of Hormuz, was 

taken over by a new ruler in 1588, named 

Shah Abbas Safavi. In 1598, the British 

sent two English nobles to the Shah, the 

brothers Anthony Shirley and Robert 

Shirley. The first became an economic 

adviser to the Shah, while the second 

became an army artillery trainer and later 

became the commander. When Anthony 

Shirley returned, he carried letters from 

the Shah welcoming the British to do 

trade with Persia and India; and at the 

same time, the Shah requested weapons 

for his army.

In the early 1600s, Queen Elizabeth 

I ordered the establishment of a 

trading company, called the East India 

Prince Henry the Navigator Vasco da Gama 

The Portuguese said 
that the name

of the guide was 
Malimo Kanna, from a
place called Karjat in 

India. The Arabs
said that it was the 

famous sailor Ahmed
bin Majid
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Queen Elizabeth I being carried through the street surrounded by her courtiers

Company. This entity began its activities 

in 1608, when a British ship arrived at 

the coast of India, which was ruled by 

the Mughals at that time. The ruler was 

emperor Jehangir, who was married 

to an Armenian Christian woman, and 

he agreed to open the fi rst British 

commercial establishment in Surat, now 

a part of the state of Gujarat in western 

India.

The Portuguese resisted this, until the 

British managed to defeat them in 1612. 

The commercial centre was opened and 

from that centre, the fi rst trade mission 

went to Persia. At that time, King James 

became the ruler of Britain, and the new 

monarch decided to send an ambassador 

to India to strengthen the relations 

between the two countries. In 1615, 

Ambassador James Thomas Roe arrived 

in Surat and took offi  ce. The English 

commercial operations began spreading 

slowly across India; centres were 

established in Calcutta, Madras, and other 

areas, and British trade spread along the 

coast. As for the situation in Iran, Shah 

Abbas, who was keen on good relations 

with the British, issued a fi rman (edict) 

in 1616 that stated the following: there 

would be an exchange of ambassadors 

between Persia and England; British 

companies were allowed to establish 

commercial warehouses and hire agents; 

British companies could trade in all the 

Persian lands without obstruction; the 

British could carry weapons and use them 

in self-defence; the British had the right 

to opt for civil judgments if the value of 

a debt exceeded twenty tomans, and 

the English envoy could pronounce the 

judgment after the approval of Persian 

judges; the British could practise their 

religion without the intervention of Persia.

The fi rst fl eet of the East India Company leaving Woolwich
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TAKE A PEEK AT THE NEWEST MUST-HAVE HIGH-TECH ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Earbuds have long been used to deliver sound to the ears from 
your music players and mobile calls. But this time, it has now been 
innovated to help people who are experiencing hearing loss. The 
Olive Smart Ear was created to look like a trendy earbud, but it 
basically works as a hearing amplifier so that people don’t miss a 
thing when in a conversation. It’s a re-engineered hearing aid as it 
filters out disturbing noise. It lets a person wearing it hear high 
frequency sounds, so there’s no need for other people speaking 
to them to raise their voice. It’s available in black or white colour 
along with a portable charging case.

Website: www.olive.store/en/
Price: Dhs1,100

RE-ENGINEERED HEARING AID

It’s no secret that many parents with infants lose hours of sleep 
every day as they try to put their baby to sleep. A new innovation 
called MamaRoo smart bassinet comes to the rescue of parents to 
lull their babies to sleep faster. It has a set timer, speed, and 
vibration settings that can be accessed through a smartphone app. 
Vibrations and movements of the bassinet mimic standard human 
motion, including the classic rock-a-bye, wave, kangaroo, car ride, 
and tree swing motions, making it easier and comfortable for the 
infant to fall asleep. It’s also equipped with built-in speakers to 
stimulate the listening capabilities of the child and play lullaby 
sounds, including white noise options such as rain, ocean and fan.

Website: www.4moms.com
Price: Dhs1,200

AI-PROGRAMMED INFANT CARE

MOBILE GAMING NAVIGATOR
Mobile gaming fans can now take their gameplay to the 

next level using Razer Kishi, a universal gaming controller for 
mobiles. What separates this from the other conventional 
controllers are additional buttons including the L3/R3 inputs 
as well as a home button, back button, and forward button to 
help with user-interface navigation on the mobile screen. All 
buttons on the Razer Kishi can also be remapped for custom 
usage through the GamePad mobile app, making it even more 
user-friendly and customisable for the benefit of the gamer’s 
needs. In addition, it’s also available with two connectors: a 
type C connecter for Android mobile phones and a lightning 
cable for Apple’s iPhones.

Website:  www.razer.com
Price: Dhs370

Price: Dhs1,100

GADGETS
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WATER (AND ELECTRIC) SAVER

DEAD-ZONE SOLVER

As the fad of smartwatches continues for gadget lovers, ever wondered what 
your heart rate is when you sleep? Withings Scanwatch, a hybrid smartwatch 
from Finland-based company Withings, boasts a number of innovative features, 
including a sleep apnea tracker, as well as a medical-grade electrocardiogram 
(ECG). Amongst this smartwatch’s other features are the multi-wavelength PPG 
heart sensor and SpO2 sensor to monitor heartbeat and breathing problems, 
respectively. It also has a long battery life that can last up to 30 days. It monitors 
heart rate and provides up-to-date heart health notifications when the heart rate 
is too low or too high, and if irregular rhythms are detected, without disrupting 
your daily routines.

Website: www.withings.com 
Price: Dhs1,100

24/7 HEALTH MONITOR

With more and more people now thinking green, a company has 
produced a water-recycling system that would benefit 
households all over the world. Hydraloop Systems, a company 
based in the Netherlands, has introduced a product bearing their 
name, Hydraloop, which promises to recycle up to 85 per cent of all 
water used in your home. It’s capable of disinfecting and cleaning 
water used in the shower, bath, and washing machine, so that it 
can be reused in other areas of your home, including toilet flushing, 
garden, pool, or even your washing machine. The Hydraloop device 
promises to reduce water consumption in each household by up to 
45 per cent, thereby helping people save on their bills. 

Some people have more than one smartphone of different 
brands. That said, they need different cords and cables to charge 
their mobile phones. That’s the complication that the Courant 
Catch 2 Device Wireless Charger wants to eliminate. It’s the first 
pad to feature five wireless charging coils inside, enabling you to 
charge two devices at the same time. It boasts 5-Coil 
Qi-Certified Fast Wireless Charging and provides up to 10W 
Wireless Output (2). Amongst its other notable features is the 
premium pebble-grain Italian leather on a high-grade matte 
aluminum alloy, as well as a durable braided nylon cable. 

Website: staycourant.com
Price: Dhs550

Website:  www.hydraloop.com
Price: Dhs14,600
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Mystery, thrills and fairytale with a twist all come together on the shelves this month

BOOKS

All for Jane Austen
Title: The Jane Austen Society
Author: Natalie Jenner 
Publisher: St. Martin’s Press
Price: $24 (Dhs89) (Hardcover)

A group of disparate individuals becomes literary heroes in this novel, as they unite to preserve 

the village of Chawton, the hometown of one of England’s fi nest novelists, Jane Austen. This novel 

explores the love of a labourer, a young widow, a local doctor, and a movie star for Jane Austen 

and her works — with each of them showing it by saving her legacy, no matter what it takes. While 

they could not be more diff erent and are besieged by their own struggles, they come together to 

create the Jane Austen Society, conquering the hardships and celebrating victories of life through 

the power of literature. A powerful novel, sure to resonate with every reader. 

A family mystery
Title: All Adults Here 
Author: Emma Straub
Publisher: Riverhead Books
Price: $16 (Dhs60) (Hardcover) 

Pain, wisdom, and insight come together in this tear-jerking story about adulthood and family. It tells 

the story of Astrid Strick, whose repressed memory about her parenting methods is triggered by a car 

accident she witnessed. After the tragedy, she fi nally realises how she was to her three adult children 

as a parent, and slowly begins to process how it had aff ected their lives. Her youngest son, for 

instance, is proving to be a diffi  cult parent himself. Her eldest son, on the other hand, seems distant. 

Now, with the guidance of her teenage granddaughter and a new friend, Astrid tries to muster the 

courage to tell the truth to these people she loves the most.

An Identity Crisis
Title: Girl, Serpent, Thorn
Author: Melissa Bashardoust
Publisher: Flatiron Books
Price: $18.99 (Dhs70) (Hardcover)

Another twist to the fairytale genre, this book brings us the story of Soraya, a woman who 

has lived her life in the gardens, hidden away from her family. She gets a chance to change 

that with the upcoming wedding of her twin brother, wherein she must decide if she’s 

willing to fi nally step out and face the world for the fi rst time. Soraya, however, is faced with 

a dilemma. Below the dungeon lies a demon who has the answer to her freedom, while 

above it is someone who understands and sees the beautiful soul behind her face. Her 

choice then leads to consequences beyond her imagination, making her to wonder who 

she really is — a human or a demon, a princess or a monster.
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Escaping identity
Title: The Only Good Indians
Author: Stephen Graham Jones 
Publisher: Gallery / Saga Press 
Price: $18.39 (Dhs67) (Hardcover)

This novel combines revenge and cultural dissonance, as it follows four American 

Indian men who struggle to escape the traditions they have long abandoned. They 

are then tracked by those who seek revenge, and as they fight their way to survive, 

they must confront the culture they left behind and face the violence it entails — a 

real mind-boggling thrill that only Stephen Graham Jones can pull off.

A Shakespearean deduction
Title: Shakespeare for Squirrels
Author: Christopher Moore 
Publisher: William Morrow
Price: $28.99 (Dhs106) (Hardcover)

Set in Europe, where Pocket — the hero of Fool and The Serpent of Venice — and his buddy are 

set adrift by his pirate crew in Italy. They get washed up on the shores of Greece, where they meet 

Egeus, the Duke’s minister, who wants his daughter Hermia to marry Lysander instead of Demetrius. 

The minister even declares that if Hermia refuses his request, she shall be executed or exiled to a 

nunnery. Pocket then intervenes, leading Egeus to order his death. He escapes to the home of fairy 

king Oberon, who is mourning the death of his jester Robin Goodfellow. The king then strikes a deal 

with Pocket — having his sentence lifted in exchange for fi nding out who killed his jester. 

However, Pocket is left with too many suspects and too little time to fi nd the murderer. He must 

do what it takes to fi nd the truth and, in turn, escape an inevitable death sentence. 

Opposites attract
Title: Beach Read
Author: Emily Henry 
Publisher: Berkley
Price: $14.40 (Dhs54) (Paperback)

This novel tells the story of two fi ction authors whose styles are completely 

diff erent from each other. Where January Andrews pens romantic stories that end 

in a happy ever after, Augustus Everett writes novels in which he kills off  main 

characters without regret. These two authors share nothing in common in terms of 

writing technique but are forced to work with one another after becoming beach 

neighbours, suff ering from writer’s block.

The two of them got a deal under which they were tasked to write stories outside 

their domain. Augustus has to pen something happy, while January needs to write 

the next Great American Novel. She will train him to be a man of rom-com, while he 

will accompany her to interview murderers. An adventure so bizarre and fun, it will 

make any reader fall in love with the plot.
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ENVIRONMENT

Dubai saves 178 MW power during Earth Hour 2020 

UAE reaches food sustainability milestone

THE Dubai Electricity and Water Authority 

(DEWA) announced that the UAE has saved 

178 megawatts of electric consumption 

MANY leading agricultural projects in 

the UAE rely on modern technology, and 

hydroponics or agriculture without soil is 

amongst the most notable ones. Around 

177 farms, including 89 in Abu Dhabi, have 

adopted this agricultural method in the UAE, 

according to the latest fi gures released 

by the Ministry of Climate Change and the 

Environment (MOCCAE). 

Using such a modern agricultural 

method, the UAE has achieved an important 

milestone in food sustainability by producing 

70 types of vegetables and fruits locally 

from 2018. In Abu Dhabi, which has the 

largest number of farms in the country, local 

farmer service centres were able to market 

around 68 types of fresh vegetables and six 

types of fruits as part of the agricultural plan 

during 2018-2019.

Meanwhile, the Emirates Authority for 

Standardisation and Metrology pointed out 

that 29 new organic farms were registered 

during Earth Hour 2020. The emirate’s 

impressive feat is equivalent to a reduction 

of 74 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions. 

in the country in the fi rst half of 2019, 

while the production of organic products 

increased by 60 per cent. 

Some 35,000 farms in the UAE met the 

Turning o�  unnecessary lights and 

electrical appliances from 8:30pm to 

9:30pm on March 28, citizens and 

residents joined millions of people across 

the world in solidarity with e� orts against 

climate change. 

With the theme ‘Raise Your Voice 

for Nature’, Dubai’s landmarks, and 

government and private buildings also took 

part by doing their bit to save the planet.

“Earth Hour aims to make conservation 

of electricity and water a daily practice 

to cut carbon emissions and combat 

environmental challenges such as 

climate change, global warming, and the 

unprecedented reduction in biodiversity,” 

said Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, Managing 

Director and CEO of DEWA.

The conservation programmes and 

initiatives launched by DEWA between 

2009 and 2019 have achieved cumulative 

savings of 2.2 terawatt-hours of electricity 

and 7.8 billion gallons of water. This is 

equivalent to saving Dhs1.3 billion. Those 

savings are equal to the consumption 

of 327,000 apartments in electricity and 

250,000 apartments in water annually.

local market demands, reducing import 

of a number of fruits and vegetables and 

contributing to the sustainability initiatives of 

the UAE government.
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Parents of young hero organ donor in UAE meet recipient
A married couple in the UAE who 

decided to donate the organs of their late 

daughter fi nally met the child recipient 

whose life was saved by the donation.

Arun Kumar and Keerti Tavva lost their 

six-year-old daughter Dervisiri to pulmonary 

hypertension and heart issues on July 14, 

2019. Dervisiri’s kidney was then donated 

to seven-year-old Adam Jacob, who had 

been undergoing dialysis for the past fi ve 

years. The kidney donation helped Adam 

get o�  dialysis and fi nally attend school like 

a normal child. 

The decision of the parents saved 

the life of the young boy as well as his 

future, said Nujood Al Khloofi , National 

Coordinator at the National Transplant 

Committee. A photo of Dervisiri adorns the 

wall of fame at Shaikh Khalifa Medical City. 

The UAE’s National Transplant 

Programme, launched four years ago, has 

been in coordination with the Mohammed 

bin Rashid University of Medicine and 

Health Sciences in Dubai, Mediclinic City 

Hospital, Al Jalila Children’s Specialty 

Hospital, and the Ministry of Health and 

Prevention. 

Through its initiatives, around four 

children and seven adults who have all 

been diagnosed with kidney failure were 

given new organs, thanks to the donors 

who have registered on the Hayat mobile 

app that allows people to pledge their 

organs or tissues after death. 

Sharjah surgeons save a child’s heart
the cardiac surgeons who operated on the 

child, Jana was fi rst bought to the hospital 

in February 2020 due to high temperature 

and consistent cough. She was also 

experiencing rapid heartbeats, di�  culty in 

breathing and body pains, hindering simple 

activities.

Following tests, the doctors found that 

she had a large atrial septal defect, a hole 

in the wall of the heart’s upper chambers. 

This led to her experiencing severe blood 

pressure in one of her lung’s arteries. 

Dr Menaissy said that without proper 

surgery and treatment, the child’s heart 

would have failed. They used a surgical 

retractor to keep her ribs apart and allow 

them to cut a part of the pericardium of 

her heart. They were then able to access 

the organ, cut a part of its membrane, and 

close the hole by using that same piece of 

membrane. Two days after the procedure, 

Jana was discharged. Her mother said she 

had since recovered remarkably. 

HEALTH NEWS

SURGEONS in the UAE have 

successfully saved the life of a fi ve-year-

old girl who was su� ering due to a two-

centimetre hole in her heart. 

Cardio specialists at Zulekha Hospital in 

Sharjah performed a four-hour operation 

on Jana Akawi to close the hole, which was 

the size of a peanut, between her heart’s 

upper chambers, as per media reports.

According to Dr Yasser Menaissy, one of 
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    Dubai based SRG Holding is one of the leading family-owned 

   holding companies in the UAE, with extensive operations in 

  property development and management, hospitality, 

real estate investments, and wholesale trading.
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WHAT THE MONTH
HAS IN STORE

HOROSCOPE

Aries (March 21 – April 19)

This time will allow you to bring out your innate creativity. Allot 

some time to exercise not just your body but also your mind. Keep 

yourself busy by doing mind and physical activities that will bene� t 

your mind, body and soul. Stay calm and keep the stress at the bay.  

Taurus (April 20 – May 21)

Your spiritual beliefs and actions will conjunct this month, allowing 

you to accomplish purposeful actions that will surely feed your soul. 

Use this period to channel your energy to make positive impact 

to society in your own little way. Be compassionate and use your skills to help many 

people in need. Be the light in the middle of darkness.

Gemini (May 22 – June 20)

Take this period as an opportunity to reignite your relationship 

with your family. You will find yourself having fun and bonding 

with them while staying at home. Try to catch up with them and 

have a deep hear-to-heart conversation. Next thing you’ll know your worries and 

boredom already escaped.

Cancer (June 21 – July 22)

Getting stuck somewhere away from your family might lift your 

anxieties high. But do not let yourself be defeated by fears. Ward 

them off by diverting your attention to something fruitful. You 

can listen to music or stream your favourite � lm or series on Net� ix or other online 

streaming providers. Loosen up and enjoy for a while.

Leo (July 23 – August 22)

This period will lead you to your old hobby of reading. More than just a way 

of beating boredom, reading will give you an edge to that job switch you’re 

thinking. Keep yourself up to date on the latest trends and information as a 

preparation for your future job interview.

Virgo (August 23 – September 22)

Your Sun’s sign is telling that you are overthinking. While being cautious 

and attentive is a plus points, overdoing it will impact your mental health. 

One piece of good news from your boss will beat your worries. For now, 

take a lot of time to rest. New projects will need your energy soon.

Libra (September 23 – October 22)

Your � nancial skills will be highlighted this month. You will be able 

to craft a solid � nancial plan that you will save you from the rainy 

day. Part of this is saving a certain percent of your salary which will 

be handy during emergencies. Maximise your resources and curb your daily expenses. 

Its better to save than to be sorry.

Scorpio (October 23 – November 21)

You might encounter an unchartered territory this month and you will 

� nd this condition working in your favour. Your courage and strong 

will give you an upper hand to conquer your fears and uncertainty. 

Raise your own bar to overcome the challenges set by the situation. Stay focused to your 

goal while ensuring your health and safety.

Sagittarius (November 22 – December 21)

Resiliency will be your mantra for this month. You will overcome 

tonnes of challenges by sorting them out one by one. Moreover, you 

have subconsciously prepared yourself for this kind of situation. 

Your innate management skills will show-off this season. Assess your spending and cut 

back on those unnecessary expenses to reduce the out� ow of cash. Look at the bright 

side and don’t succumb to pressure.

Capricorn (December 22 – January 19)

Your optimism will have profound effect on your mindset this month. 

You see change as an opportunity instead of threat. It is a must to 

keep this approach to make a positive impact to yourself and others. 

Face your problems with humour and cleverness. Lighten up your mood to attract positive 

vibes and energy. 

Aquarius (January 20 – February 18)

 It is important to stay productive during this health crisis although 

boundaries are essential to avoid burnout. Take an ample time to give 

yourself a much-needed break to revitalise your brain. Spend time to 

relax and sleep to maintain harmony and boost your mood. Think of unconventional ways to 

unleash stress and refresh your thoughts. 

Pisces (February 19 – March 20)

Immerse yourself into meditation to rejuvenate your brain and 

soul. This will give you a new perspective and time to think 

about what makes you happy. Meditation will reinvigourate your 

creativity and productivity while allowing your brain to take some time to switch 

off. Unwind and recharge.
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MediumEasy

SOLUTIONS
FOR THE APRIL ISSUE

www.alberichcrosswords.com

www.dailysudoku.com

easyeasy medium

PUZZLES
ACROSS
1  Primarily, sherry here is dry (5)
4  informative daily (9)
9  Newlywed (9)
10  Tent peg initially pronounced suitable for tent (5) 
11  Salesman is obliged in speech to give information 

(6)
12  It helps one get into Oxford perhaps (8)
14  Miranda’s father goes to America (10)
16  See good chap run out (4)
19  Recognised tennis player (4)
20  Find place for the kids to play (5.5)
22  Go to the country (8) 
23  Ancient language old pict possibly used after a 

century (6)
26  Cat found in Oz (5)
27  Plants producing silver-cyanide compound (9)
28  Showed partiality (9)
29  Fine vessels (5)

DOWN
1  Having hot climate (9)
2  Caught opener around edge of crease (5)
3  Old bigwig (8)
4  Born in poverty (4)
5  Dogs, and what they may do if ravenous? (10)
6  One at the wheel (6)
7  I’m on cue, but intrinsically unrehearsed (9)
8  Wooden articles obtained from box number? (5)
13  Stevedore working (10)
15  Restraining one (9)
17  Where one prays for guidance (9)
18  Editor to follow (8)
21  How to spell one Scottish name (6)
22  Decline daughter (5)
24  Some musicians go over the joint (5)
25  Hit (4)

PUZZLES
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